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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER 10, 1902

VOLUME 16

MAYOR OF LONDON

was celebrated today t the tomb of
General William Harry Harrison, at
North Bend, near this city. The late
President Benjamin Harrison, before
his death, had a new tomb built over
the grave of his illustrious grandfather. The exercises today consisted
of historical orations and selections of
music.

THE' COMMITTEE

though the
of the city
appliances,
ered when

Alvarado and many stores

are equipped with good fire
yet this Is not to be consid

WILL

HUNT

hcod of Railway Trainmen, four of
eighteen Chicago railroads today entered Into agreements with the Switchmen's Union of North America, a recently organised rival of the Brotherhood. In case the Brotherhood men
go out, as threatened, the railways expect to be able to operate with the
men belonging to the rival organization.

BEAR

dry boxes and parking ma

terlal are thrown loosely about as to

TRIUMPHAL ENTRY

President of Ye:3zc:!a Ectsrs
encourage fire. A fire, like all trouble, President Roosevelt Will Take
always comes unexpected and everyCapifol City.
one knows the result. This is proved
a Vacation.
English City.
Soon be Here,
by the fact that the fire yesterday mor
ning originated In a locality entirely
Here From His Mine,
separate from anything connected
Prisoner Taken to Kansas.
DESTRUCTIVE FI2SE 13 SC3TH AFHISA
FRISCO ROAD TO ISSUE BONDS
J. M. Wilson has returned from San CLUB MEETING THIS
EVENING with the lighting and heating appar
IMPROVED ARMY MUSKET ADOPTED
Meyers, of Lawrence
E.
Sheriff
E.
Acaclo, Socorro county, where he and
atus and at such an lnoportune time.
Kansas, arrived last night to take
a number of associates are opening up
that only a fortunate discovery thwart
charge of Durf Rice, the negro who Oklahoma Single
promising copper mining proper- Missouri Suit Over the Drainage of ed its purpose.
tome
Stall
Moiineaux
of
Celebrated
Close
the
A School to Teach Socialism. Estab.
was arrested here Friday by Marshal
ties. Mr. Wilson says that a shaft has
McMlllln.
Cold Wave.
Will Hold StatEh::i
been sunk about forty feet, from which
Poisoning Case In New York, .
the Chicago Canal.
lished in Kansas.
Sheriff Meyers stated to a Cilsen
Washington, Nov. 10. The weather
they have run a cross cut tunnel sixty
man last night that Rice was wanted
bvrenu has Issued the following bulle
feet in length. The tunnel pierces a
In Lawrence for breaking into a drug
tin:
rich body of ore, which runs about 65 AERENAUT IS NAVIGATING
BRIBERY CASE ON TRIAL IN MISSOURI store about three weeks ago. He waa BANKERS' KEETUS AT Ktf
AIR
THE
ANNIVERSARY OF TIPPECANOE BATTLE
wave
coll
has
northwestern
"The
copper
per
cent
with
90
and
carries
to
suspected of the robbery, bat disapextended over t.ie upper lakes and
it enough gold and silver to pay for the
peared before the arrest could bo
Mississippi valley and the middle
taking ont. He thinks that they have
Caracas, Venduela, NT. 1 0. Prwtf- 10.
Nov.
Washington,
President
In view of the fact that the N western rtat?s and will overspread the
made. Telegrams of his description dent Castro made a triumphal official
London, Nor. 10. Today, for the
mother vein and that it is V senate committee on territories
the
struck
today
Washington
will
leave
Roosevelt
west,
were
Marshal
history
London,
sent
and
of
the the richest strike ever made in the
east and
first time in the
middle Mississippi and Ohio valleys to be absent nearly two weeks. He win
entry into Caracas yesterday at tbe
will visit this city the latter part
Jord mayor's procession traversed the territory. A steam hoist is being inand the Interior of New York and west- lie accompanied by Secretary Cortel-yo- u McMlllln's quick and watchful eye head of 3,200 troona, amidst the rins
of the present week, the members
with one glance decided Rice was the ing of bells and display of firework.
'unfashionable thoroughfare of Petti--coa- t stalled and ore will be taken from the
ern New England on Monday."
and bis physician, Dr. George A. man and he was locked up. Mr. Mey
of the Commercial club are re- Lane, in the heart of the Ghetto, mines In a few days in car load quantiLung,
of the navy. In addition a corps ers said that if Rice was found guilty President Castro reached; Loa Tequos
toclub
meet
at
quested
to
the
In recognition of the Jewish ancestor ties. The strike has created consider
STRATTON'S WILL
and secret service officer! he would serve Beven years dlgglnp from La Victoria, Saturday without
servants
of
pur.
night at 7:30 o'clock for the
of Sir Marcus Samuel, the new lord able excitement and a ruBh of mining
having encountered any revolutionists!
will he of the party.
to
arrangements
making
pose
of
Saver)
coal several hundred feet down into on
He
If
mayor. Jewish London especially cele- men to
It
Trcubls
Wsuld
Have
' ,
"
that vicinity Is in progreBB. A X properly entertain the distin- the way there
to
12:10
will
at
leave
president
The
will
bowels
annual
of
quaint
where
he
the
earth,
Poor.
event.
The
the
Had
Died
brated the
flight of the armies ot the revotownslte has been laid off and lots are
The
over
special
Penn
night
on
the
a
train
here.
while
gentlemen
play
no
guiehed
with fire works
have
chance to
progress of the chief executive of the being sold at good prices. A store and
Cclorat'.o Springs, Colo., Nov. 10.
Not even the
Let all members attend and let S The Strattcn will case came up for pro- sylvania road for New York, where at Rice had been In this city several days lutionists continues.
city through the streets Of the metrop several houses are already In course of
revolutionary
committee can
Caracas
exerwill
tomorrow
noon
he
the
attend
X arrangements be made to give
olis was probably more brilliant than construction.
bate before Judge Orr In the county cises dedicatory of the new chamber of lu which time he had worked at a few explain the cause of the split amoax
X
reparty
a
porter.
and
places
as
Beveridae
Senator
floats
richly
decorated
isual. Seven
court of El Paso county this morning, commerce building. In
movement or say
the evening
ception which they will always re
"This Is the manner In which h the leaders of theOf
and fifteen bands representing crack
CHAVfcS-SALAZAbut action was postponed until 2
has
become
what
the 10.000 soldiers
banquet
guests
party
a
be
at
will
the
works himself in," said Sheriff Mey
member as one of the nicest af
regiments, together with city officials
o'clock when it is likely that further given by
New York chamber of ere, "and In a short time he would who were In arms as late aa November
the
fairs in their lives.
and London guilds, made up the goodly Roberto J. Chaves and Miss Faustinita
postponement of the hearing will be
commerce.
have been up to his old tricks." Sher 2. Communication' between Caracas,.
Delegate Rodey has telegraph'
pageant. A unique feature was a float
taken. For the first time in the his8alazar Married.
represident
midnight
tomorrow
the
At
iff Meyers returned with his man this Valencia and Puerto Cabello la
will
be
day
they
for the exact
representative- of the
tory of the case Attorney General Post.
i
established,
This morning, at 8 o'clock, Roberto V ed
a
on
will
party
York
New
leave
and
morning.
here, but It Is quite certain this X of Colorado, appeared today In the in
alliance, surmounted by the arms of J. Chaves, of Los Lunas, and Miss
5
afternoon that the congressional X terest of the case. His connection will special train for Memphis.
both countries and surrounded by a
Destructive Fire,
Salazar, of Peralta, were unit
From Memphis the president will go
MINING SWINDLER.
committee will be here the latter
guard of Japanese and British blue ed in the holy bonds of wedlock at the
be first to look after the Inheritance
London, Nov. 10. A special dispatch
aa
Mississippi
a
on
bear
the
to
hunt
oart of this week.
jackets. The procession left Guild San' Felipe de Nerl church, old town
tax, which the state will get, and sec- guest
of President Fish, of the Illinois Arrested for Promoting Mining Fraud from Cape Town announces that an.
ball at 11 o'clock and traversed the the ceremony being witnessed by only
ond, look after the state's Interest In
area of eight acres at
Central railroad. He will be absent on
in Arizona.
THEY LEAVE TONIGHT.
principal streetB of the old city of Lon- the immediate friends of the happy
the case If the will Is broken, in which
by
Cape Colony, has been
impossible
Is
days.
at
five
It
the
hunt
'
10.
City,
Nov.
Kansas
Theodore fire. Thirty large bolldKdfetated
don to the law courts, where, accord- couple. The groom Is the popular son
event the entire fortune will revert
10 he cen
Beveridge
Committee
approxiand
even
Indicate
Senator
to
time
this
Etenger, of this city, well known pro
ing to custom, the lord mayor was of Hon. Jacobo Chaves, a well known
to Colorado, according to the wishes of
'
Coming to the Territories.
mately the route to be followed by the moter, today was Indicted by the grand ter of the town wereCestroyed.
formally presented to the lord chief republican of Valencia county, and the
dead
millionaire.
the
Dispatch
from
An
Associated Press
president after he leaves Memphis.
jury on the charge of promoting a minJustice and was sworn in.
Oklahoma StSeheod Convention.
bride the daughter of Hon. Jesus Salaunder date of November 9,
ing fraud. The case was worked up
Sir Marcus Samuel, London's new zar, a big ranchman of Peralta. To- Chicago,
A CANDIDATE.
NOT
Oklahoma C,y. Okla.. Nor. 10. The.
says:
to
Issue
Bonds.
'Frisco
by the local postofflce Inspector, who
lord mayor, is a typical London mer- day at the old town the happy young
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 10. Favorable presented evidence to the jury tending single state&ad executive committee
Senators Beveridge. of Indiana; Nel Mitchell Declines to Be Candidate for
chant. Me is 49 years of age and is couple are receiving the congratula son,
met here today to discuss the advisaVer
Dillingham,
today
annual
expected
of
Is
at
the
Minnesota;
action
to show that Stenger, who had adver bility of calling a third contention and
President Federation of Labor.
associated with firms of Japanese silk tions of friends, and tqnight they will tnont;of Bate,
Heltand
the
St.
of
meeting
stockholders
Tennessee,
of
of
the
copper
In
a
min to consider the question of framing av"
.and oil importers and Japanese mer- leave for El Paso, where they will e
Nov., 10. W. B. Wil Louis & San Francisco railroad on the tised for sale shares
fld, of Idaho) will leave Chicago on sen,Indianapolis,
chants. His succession to the civic joy a short honeymoon. '
secretary Of the United Miners' proposal of the directors to Increase ing company In Arlsona, and repre state constitution and further demand,
Me
New
night
Monday
Oklahoma.
for
sented tLot the company owned four admission Into the union of states. The
chair is Interesting for the fact that he
those today received the foliorlng telegram th? banded indebtedness by $18,000,000. mines, whereas, It is alleged, he
leo aid Arizona
cob promoters of the movement rewrencn.
Is another instance of a member of the
Wilkesbarre,
from
John
dated
Mlt
conVotes
counted.
The issue is to be used for the
territories claims for statehood. Five
Hebrew faith attaining ttf the. highest
chell. president of the United Mine struction or acquisition of . additional trolled but one. Stenger has lived In those favoring the admission ot Oklaof
the
members
are
senators
of
the
Kansas City for the past twenty years, homa and Indian (errltoriea as a single-stat- e
municipal dignity In England. Sir County Commissioners Went Through
'
on territories Workers:
lines.
senatorial
Marcus was knighted in 1898 and
your
concern
Inquiry
"Replying
to
In opposition to those who deslre
the Ballots Today.
reports
have
will
and It Is likely their
OUR BOYS VICTORIOUS.
served in the office of Bheriff Beven
The county commissioners, with much weight with the upper house of lng the ubo of my name by the press
to have Oklahoma admitted alone.
CASE.
OF
CLOSE
years ago.
Chairman Miera at the head of the congress. The route will cover all the as an aspirant for the presidency of
table, met at the court house this morn rrinclpal cities of the territories.
CONVENTION,
the American Federation of Labor, I Celebrated Poisoning Cass In New
BANKERS
I
.
Ball Team.
Ing, and counted the votes cast at the
ARMY RIFLE.
desire to say that I am in no way re
.
Jury.
to
Given
York
battle!
A
fiercely
pigskin
contested
sponsible for tbe circulation of these
election held in this county last Tues
Navigating the Air.
Association Annual ,
Bankers'
American
New York, Nov. 10. The criminal took place yesterday afternoon beImproved Musket Adopted for Use of day. Chairman Miera called at The
London. Nov. 10. Rev. J, M. Bacon rumor, and while It 1 the duty of ev
. Meeting at New Orleans.'
tween The Cltiten and Old Town
the Army.
Citizen office at 4 o'clock this after aeronaut, accompanied by official rep- ery man to serve the cause Of labor in branch of the supreme court opened
New Orleans, La., Nov. 10. Every
game
Of
teams.
a
It
was
secskill match- incoming
on the closing scenes of the
Washington, Nov. lu. Gen. William noon and stated that the total votes resentatives of the naval and military any position In which he can be most
train today has brought largsr
Crozler, chief of the bureau of ord for the various candidates, with the authorities, ascended in a balloon from useful, and while I appreciate the hon ond trial of Roland Mollueux for the ed against weight, but the CItisens, parties to the twenty-eightannual
nance, in his annual report to the sec majorities, were found to be practically Douglas, Isle of Man, today, with the or of being mentioned for this office, murder of Katharine J. Adams, Decem who lack the former but have an convention of the American Bankers
enormous
quantity
28,
nerve
of
1898.
skill
and
ber
retary of war, says that the Improved the same as those published as un object of crossing the channel. The I firmly believe that I can be of more
association, which convenes at It)
Before 8:30 every seat was occupied, rcored five while their heavy oppon- o'clock tomorrow morning in Tufan
musket Is completed and has been official in The Citizen last Saturday gunboat Renard is following the bal- real service In my present position,
tried with very satisfactory results, afternoon, except in a few instances, loon so as to be of assistance in case and If any attempt is made to present the reporters' tables overwhelmed, ents were not able to make a single hall. At the headquarters of the local
my name for the presidency of the chairs blocked, and in the aisles and Ecal.
the various changes not only Improv where the majorities of certain repub of mishap.
secretary there was a busy scene to
The game was noted for Its rough- day.
ing the weapon, but cheapening and ac lican candidates were Increased a few
American Federation of Labor at the passage way between the justice cham
The registers were the objective
Case.
ness
fights
would no doubt
and a few
Drainage Canal
celeratlng the production. A rod bay votes. The commissioners adjourned
New Orleans convention, you will fav-o- ber and bench were about twenty wopoint
of a large crowd of bankers and
Washington, Nov. 10. In the United
.onet Is a feature of the new rifle. Its after the count, and Chairman Miera
me by saying that under no cir- men. Contrary to general expectation, have been on the program had not the vUitors from abroad, who had to wait
stipulaleading
today
players
supreme
court
a
open
of
team
The
Citizen
not
proceedings
with
States
did
the
the
advantage is said to lie in the fact that left immediately for his home In the
cumstances would I accept."
and take their turn at registering and
Black for die been true and respectful to their receiving
appeal of
tion for taking testimony was presentit lightens the weight of the gun and Nacimiento country.
the official credentials In the)
Peeper at a Dance Shot.
missal of charges against the accused rame.
ed in the case of Missouri vs. State
dispenses with the bayonet and bay
card encased In a neatly ena
of
form
As the gladiators emerged from the
Altoona, Pa., Nov. 10. At a dance That was the scheduled program, but
of Illinois, Involving the right of the
New Skin Grafted On.
onet scabbard now in use, and in place
graved silver case, and a button to uis- discharge
nrena,
to
by
drainage
covered
canal
blood
Mrs.
with
Chicago
given
change
Rachel
was
which
faces
a
dirt,
reason
or
for
another
some
Stamford, Conn., Nov.. 10. Dr. T. J
of which intrenching tools may be car
play on the lapel of the coat. TomorAmbrose was made and Assistant District At Hack eyes, hair torn and ragged and
Brodle In this city
ried by the soldiers. The new piece Biggs, of this city, performed a very waters in the Mississippi river. The
exercises will be opened by Presrow's
repattorneys
appearance
in a
their usual neat
Gehl was shot in the back and killed. torney Osborne called out:
weighs but a little less than nine and a successful skin grafting operation on stipulation Is signed by
Myron T. Herrlck. of Cleveland,
ident
condition, It was a sight to be"Is Mr. Eveal here?"
half pounds, considerably lighter than Holly Seeley, a wealthy man. The resenting both states and provides for Blaine and William Dodson, aged 16
and addresses ot welcome, will be deto
a
hold.
commissioner
19
respectively;
Mrs.
years,
of
appointment
Lizzie
was,
the
replied
at
and
he
and
tnat
A
voice
the German and Mauser, yet it has grafting was made necessary by an
by Governor Heard, Mayor
The Old Town eleven were all large livered
Shambaugh and Mrs. Brode are under Osborne's Invitation Eveal walked to
greater velocity and greater penetra erysipelas sore of two or three years gather evidence.
and R, M. Walmsley, president
and husky fellows, but the little felarrest, charged with the murder. The the witness chair.
tion. It is noted that opinions differ standing. The surface covered by the
of the New Orleans clearing house.
Election Case.
Colorado
knowing
no
fire
lows
of
full
and
defeat
cousins.
are
former
The
protested
three
latter
Black
new
that
skin
bayonet.
The
extended from Mr. Seeley's
as to the value of the rod
The reading of various reports will oo-Denver, Nov. 10. This morning Julconstruction of 5 .ODD new muskets has hip to his ankle, and averaged two and ius Aichele, by his attorney, appeared Is their aunt. It appears that a crowd the case was closed so far aa taking were not afraid of the avoirdupois of cupy the remainder of the day.
contestants.
winr
of boys had been peeping In at the
testimony was concerned and counsel their
inches in width. The pabeen authorized.
before Judge Johnson and asked the dows, and that shortly after the for
The Citizens have never been defeatdefense and prosecution had a
tient is doing well.
WEALTHY LADY.
judge to permit a jury to hear the women and the Dodsons had gone out- - longthewhispered conierence with Jus ed since their entrance into the athSOCIALIST SCHOOL.
against
contempt
charge of
entered
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
Bide young Gehl was shot bo severely tice Lambert as to the admissibility of letic world. They are willing to play Mrs. Williams, of New York, and Party-him In an election case. Attorney H
any team that will come within rea
he died within an hour.
the testimony.
Here Today. .
Peculiar Educational School Establish'
J, Hersey, who represents the republi- that
sonable bounds of their weight.
sum
testify
company
not
Grocery
and
Eveal
The
did
the
Jaffa
finished
ed in a Kansas Town.
Williams, an elderly
Mrs.
Lawrence
gave notice that he would concans,
Stone,
National
Biscuit
Chas. R.
the
ming up of the counsel was begun.
lady of Immense wealth, whose home
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 10. At Ar moving yesterday.
POLICE
COURT.
test that portion of the answer of the company's man, Is showing a nice line
Former Governor Frank S. Black
Santa Fe Pacific Watch Inspector T. defendant which calU for a jury. The of Christmas goods in the vacant store
gcntine, Kan., there was opened today
is In New York, arrived from the west
made the opening address for the de
The usual Monday morning visitors this morning, accompanied by her
a school for the teaching of socialism Y. Maynard has gone to Gallup on of- rase was set for Friday morning.
room In the rear of the White Ele fense.
Mr. lilack, in summing up in of pol'ce court were the occasion of niece. Miss Marguerite Peters, and
It is the International School of Social ficial business.
phant.
the Mollueux trial, declared:
a short session, endowed the police Messrs. James L. King and W. H. Deal.'
Economy, orlginaly established In Chi
A dozen wagons, loaded with baled
FIRE AT ALVARADO
"There was rime and there was a funds with a small amount of the
1 be latter gentleman Is the Albany suoago in 19io. and afterward conducted alfalfa, came in from the river ranches
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
motive and the motive points to Harry
perintendent for the Pullman-- compain Girard, Kan., and San Francisco, this morning. Ready sales.
Discovered in Time to Prevent a Bit
C. Cornish."
New York Metal.
Lucas Chaves was fined $5 for being ny. Mrs. Williams snd her party, travel
Cal. The founder and chief promoter
Blaze.
The painters of the city will hold a
New York, Nov. 10. Lead Quiet
drunk on the streets last night.
In the luxuriant private car "Colonial"
of the college Is Walter Thomas Mills meeting this evening and perfect .'
A small blaze was discovered in thr.
Bribery Case.
Copper weak. $11. JSC
Three offenders of public decency and are touring the west for pleasure.
and he claims that loo students from local union. They will also elect dele- basement of the Alvarado yesterday unchanged.
post.
The
Columbia. Mo.. Nov.
were run in last night and each paid a They have been to the Orand Canyon,
various parts of the I'uited States and gates to the trades assembly being morning, which was extinguished be 111.70.
poned trial of Col. Ed. But'.er, million- fine of $5 for the offense.
Canada are enrolled for the first course organized in this city.
cf Arizona and after spending the day
sup
any
damage
was done. It is
fore
aire politician In St. Louis, Indicted on
New York Money.
The police are kerping a close eye ia Albuquerque will go to 8anta ya toat the institution. Instruction will be
originated
a
posed
match
to
have
from
conCIgarmakers'
in
The
Union at their last
New York, Nov. I" Money on cal the charge of attempted brilery
on men who have not respect enough night and thence north through Cologiven in the origin and development of
meeting elected Messrs, Mas-sey- which was among the rubbish dumped firm, at C. Silver, 4s'.
nection wlt;. tlie adoption of the city tor the public to refrain from commlt- - rado to New York.
'
the means of production, of the class regularDewey
trap,
rav
through
a
in
its
and
rat
the
s
garlia!;.' cr,tract. was taken up again t ug public nuisance, and the violaters
and Kemraerer as
was
by
Mrs.
seen
Williams
struggle, of the industrial arts, of the
Citizen
a
Email
Ignited
causing
aging
the
it,
A of tiie law are receiving their just reporter
from that order to the trade?
today before Judge liockatiay.
St. Louis Wool.
this morning and said that
learned professions, of the use of do
blaze. Had it not been for Mr. WalSt. Louis, Nov. in. Wool Steady; venire of forty men, thirty-twbeing organized.
estembly
of Uues.
powers
military
animals,
and
of
the was enjoying her trip very much
mestic
ker, the night clerk, making his time territory and western medium, 160 whom are farmers, have been sumThe German Ladles' Aid society of ly investigation, the
end was sure she would be pleased
tactics, of the forms of government, of
result might have S18c; fine, 12(& 10',:.e; coarse, 12loc. moned from which to select the Jury.
Resigned.
with her visit to Albuquwrque. She ia
the fraternal organizations, of the ec the Lutheran church will hold their Ltcn disastrous.
Madrid, Nov. 10. Premier Sagasta very wealthy and has gained much no
clesiastli al institutions, and why these monthly coffee social at the residence ' A stream from a small hose did IU
Chicago Live Stock.
today
to
King
tendered
Manganeze
Ore.
Alfonso
tho
Vein
Rich
of
toriety through the west for bar liberassociations and institutions should of Mrs. W. F. Sweitzer, 615 North effective work in a short time. A few
Chicago, Nov. 10. Cattle Receipts
Lynchburg, Va., Nov. 10. What la resignation of the entire cabinet.
First street, Wednesday afternoon.
ality.
culminate in socialism.
losons of this kind will teach that rub 40(1 head; market steady; good to regarded as the most notable discovThe "Colonial" la sidetracked near
C. W. Laidlaw, a well known mining blsb, of very small lots may cause quit y prime steers, $
City
fr 7.40; poor to me-- ery
Kansas
Stock.
Live
of manganeze ore In the mineral
Another Strike.
the Alvarado,
man of Sierra county, was here last a conflagration.
10. Cattle
City.
Kansas
Nov.
$3.5i(& 3.25; blockers and feed history of
Re
dium,
Is
States,
about
United
10.
Seven
the
hundred Saturday, and during the day was
Chicago, Nov.
Several complaints have been made ers. $2.504 75; cows, $1.404.75; to be developed near here by a syn- ceipts, 10,000 bead; market unchang
Exiles.
employes of the Hammond Packing shown over the city by E. H. Dunbar,
very
are
(aimers,
heifers,
city
5;
people
$1.402.C0;
$2
of
the
the
that
dicate of Pittsburg capitalists. If Is a ed; native steers. $2.355.25; Texas
Port au Prince, Nov. 10. General
company went on a strike today. Tuey the real estate agent. Mr. Laidlaw left
$3
4.75;
steers,
calves,
Texas
Indian
25;
$3.75
storing
and
bulls,
of inflammable
$2(34 50;
careless in the
3504
Jumeau, leading supporter of M. Fer
continuous vein of sufficient bulk to
My the company failed to live up to an last night for Denver.
matter in cellars and outhouses. Here Texas fed steers, $3 4.25; western warrant the experts In making plans cows, $2.35(g3; native cows and heif- mln,
accompanied by S30 pertime ago
agreement entered
John A. Lagge, aged 43 years, died comes the urgent need of a fire warden steers, $3.50 6.
for its development at the rate of fifty ers. $1.75&4 50; stockers and feeders, sons who sought refuge infthe consulwith the Amalgamated Meat Cutters'
$2.5004.70; bulls. $1.25(&3.25; calves. ate at Gonalves. started for Jamaica)
morning at 3 o'clock at the St. to Inspect the business houses, stores
Sheep Receipts. 3.500 bead; market tons a day.
and Butchers' Workmen's Union for a this
$2.25 5&5.
hospital from tuberculosis. and other places where boxes and steady; good to choice wethers, $3.50
Joseph's
,
Bcale,
,
wage
.
on board the' Cuban steamer Paloma.
uniform
Sheep Receipts, 2,000 head; market
Anticipating a Strike.
The deceased came here from Salem, packing are stored In large piles. All
4; fair to choice mixed. $2.503.50;
Chicago, Nov. 10. In order to save unchanged; muttons, $34.15; lambs,
West Virginia, and as he has, no rela- precautions should be used to guard western sheep. $.'.75 3.85; native
L. L. Gatewood, representing the
Celebrated Battle of Tippecanoe.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. u. The annl tives, as far as known, will be buried against fire which is cruel and incon- lambs, $3.60 5.50; western lambs, themselves from the effects of a possi- $4 5.25; range wethers, $3 3.85; Equitable Life Assurance society, haa,
vereary of the battle of Tippecanoe here tomorrow.
ble strike by members ot the Brother- - ewes, $33.80.
siderate when It once has a start. Al $3.756 5.
returaed from a business trip north.
Great
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For the Face and Bands
The Best Toilet Cream

JJdtiuqucrtjuc Daily

(Ifijfii

HUGHES & McCREIGirr,

Publishers

W. T.

Ifmrtoro

MOrlsht..AlT.

mm

City

Opposite ALVAKADO

GOLD DUST

Into do youf work,"

CURE A COLO IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Dromo Qnlnlne Tablets.
All druggists refund the money If it
falls to cure. E. W. Grove's signature
Is on each box. 25c.

WW

TO

HOTEL

more than $1,000,000 a day to carry It
on.

The Mineral Wealth at Kingman
vote getter
Kdltor says that boose Is a bstter
Bditor In Arizona than printer's Ink.

Published Daily and Weekly.

Virginia's new constitution Is said
tc be highly successful. The test oi
success for the latter day constitution
In all the southern states is its serability la extinguishing the negro
vice
Associated Press afternoon dispatches rote.
County
Circulation
and
City
Largest
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
A. B. Fall had a close run for
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation theCapt.
territorial council In the "shoeCeptoa f this pnprr may be found on string" district, but the latest returns
the office of our show that he la elected by a small maMe at Washington
corrrxpondent, K. CL BtKgers, 1)18 jority. He will be one of the ablest
mrtal
' atrret N. Y . Washington IX U.
members of the legislative council,
Terms of Subscription.
and will do good work for New MexIS. 00 ico.
IMly. I 7 mail, one year
t.m
IWIf, hy nut I), six nontha
1.50
IhtUjr. try mau, thrae months..
.60
Daily, by nail, one month
Santa Fe Is waking up, caused by
75
month
raily. ay carrier, one year
1. 00 the building of the Santa' Fe Central
Weekly, hy BMil. per
The Daily Cltteen will be delivered In railroad. The old town is building new
rate of W cents per
the eiiy at theJ6 low
cents per month, when sidewalks and cleaning up. Several
week, or for
pnM mnathly. Theee rates are leas than elegant new buildings are In process
hnee if any other daily paper la the ter- of construction. Santa Fe has the best
climate in the United States, and it !s
destined to be a city of pleasant
--

ORDER

mm)

mm

13 REVOKED.

Growers' Association Cannot
Allot Lands in Forest Reserve.
'
The following order has been received by Supervisor McCIure, of the Gila
Foreet Reserve, from Hon. Dinger Hermann, commissioner of the general
land office:
Ft. C. McCIure, Forest Supervisor, Silver City, N. M.:
Washington, D. C, Oct. SO, 1902.
Sir: On page nine of the Forest Reserve Manual It is stated that when
the secretary of the Interior has allowed sheep grazing in a forest reservation the application for the privilege
are handled in two ways:
'(a). Where a wool growers' asso
ciation exists, which includes a major
ity of the persons who are interested
n the use of the reserve, the associa
tion may allot the range and sheep
among the applicants"
"(b).
Where such an association does not
exist, or does not care to assume the
responsibility, all applications
are
made to the supervisor direct, who
acts upon and forwards same to the
commissioner of the general land
office, with his approval or other recommendation." The said rules were
established by the honorable secre
tary's order of February 8, 1902.
You are now advised that on October
25, 1902, the honorable secretary of the
interior decided that in the future the
wool growers' association
will be
eliminated from the matter of allotment or other control, and that the
grazing be placed directly In the hands
of the forest supervisors, under existing rules, and that ah penalties and
obligations Imposed by department order of February 8, 1902, remain in
force against all permit holders."
When sheep grazing Is allowed for
1903, aad the supervisor has been ad
vised of the number of sheep to be ad
mitted, applications should be subPlease obtain
mitted to him direct.
through the newspapers, as a matter
of news, without expense, as wide pub
licity of this order as possible.
BINGER HERMANN,
Commissioner.
Wcol

PROFESIONAL

CARDS

MINING ENGINEER.

ill

...ALVARADO PHARMACY....
U. H. BR1QUS & CO , Proprlttors,

ters bearing upon the question of ad- "Let the
mission. They should get ready at once
to do this, so that there may be no delay in the presentation of the case of
each territory when th9 committee

V. V. Clark,
Mining and metallurgical engineer, 108
Gold avenue, Albuquerque. N. M.
Wst
Specialties: Reports, surveys and maps:
plans and reduction works; mines and
mining; Investments; second hand
custom assaying and analysis.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUFt PASSED FACILITIES

mining-machinery- ;

THE

D. D. S.
Office hours, 8:30
l:3i p. m. to 6 p. m.

Edmund J. Alger,

Railroad avenue.
3t
a. mfl to 12:30 p. m.;

ALBUQUERQUE--

,

H.

M.

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

bric-a-br-ac

er

Made only by

THE N. K. FA1HBANK COMPANY
Boston,
New York,
Makers of FAIRT SOAP.

tice in all courts of the territory and
fore the United States land office.

Ira

St. Louii.

THIRD STREET

M. Bond

Meat Market

ATTOnXRT-AT-LA42 F street N. W
VVnshington,
D. C. Pensions, lands, patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent,
1902, viz.: John 11. Smith, for the EV6 trade marks, claim's.
of NW'4 and Ei of SW't of Sec. 25,
William D. Lee
9 N., R. 2 E.
ATTORNEY-AT-I..AOffice, room 7, N.
building.
T.
Will practice in all
Armilo
He names the following witnesses
territory.
courts
of
the
the
to prove
upon
.

"3

his continuous residence
R. W. D. Bryan
and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Albuquerque. N.
Joseph Farr, of Albuquerque, N. M.; ATTORN
M. Onice, First National Bank building.
Clarence A. Hudson, of Albuquerque,
N. M.; Manuel Chavez y Turrleta, of
Frank W. Clancy
rooms 2 and 3, N.
Albuquerque, N. M.; James R. Bing- ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N. M.
building,
T. Armljo
ham, of Albuquerque, N. M.
E. W. Dobson
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
c

Of

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
WM. MclNTOSH
GEO. ARNOT.
80L0M0N LUNA
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL

to clean the most delicate piece of Telephone 62. Appointments madtj by
it is a cleanser that mall.
cleans and beautifies, but never
LAWYERS.
injures.
GOLD DUST acts like
Bernard S. Rodey
magic in softening
and
ATTORXET-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
making housework easy.
M. Prompt attention given to all business
Try GOLD DUST on wash day. pertaining to the profession. Will pracbeChicago,

COMMERCE

EXTEND3 TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.
.

DENTISTS.

You can trust

hard-wat-

OF

OSTEOPATHY.
Dr. Conner.
Post graduate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle, Mo. Lung trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office, Whiting building, rooms 21 and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.
i

BOLD DMST

BANK

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Office,

fresh tat sail weals:
if AH SAUSAGE FACTORY.
I: MIL KLEINWORT,
N. THIRD BTRFK?

MASONIC BUILDING.

Cromwell

block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice for publication.
(Small Holding Claim No. 1763.)
John H. Stingle
homes.
Department of the Interior, United ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block,
N. M.
Albuquerque,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
One of the unexpected results of the
Sept. 24, 1902.
QUICKEL & BOTfaE, Proprietors
PHYSICIANS.
extension of the rural free delivery
Notice is hereby given that the fol
service Is the discontinuance of
lowing named claimant has filed notice
Dr. J. E. Bronson
In the smaller rural communiHomeopathic Physician,
of his intention to make final proof in
17,
Whiting Block.
Room
support of his claim under sections 16
ties. As a result of the extensions of
the service last year 1,906 postoffices
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26
M. D.
Macorr.ber,
Arthur
were discontinued, effecting a saving
Night Calls.
Stats., 854), as amended by the act of Whiting Building.
FINCST WHISKIES. IV. PORTED A DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC
iin the salaries of postmasters aggreFebruary 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and
Dr. E. N. Wilcon
Mew Mexico demands Statehood from gating $116,807.
that said proof will be made before Physician and Surgeon, rooms 8 Grant
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
the clerk of the probate court at Al- building. Albuquerque. Office hours 1 to 3
Congress.
,.
the
p. m.
r
1:3.
st no Best Imported and Domestio Cigars
'phone
Colorado
buquerque, N. M., on November 10,
Gov. Otero has declined to use the
1902, viz: Carmel Ruiz de Sandoval,
Dr. I. Saylin
contingent fund appropriated to the
in behalf of the heirs of Telesfora Lo- Office Grant block. Rooms 10 and 11.
This is an "off year for the demo executive office by the last legislature.
pez de Ruiz, for the tract in sections Hours 0 to 10 a. m. and 3 to 6 p. m.
crats.
This expense Is not necessary, and
Nos. 7 and 8, Tp. 9 N., R. 3 E., New
Gov. Otero deserves credit for declin
MUSICIANS.
Mexico principal meridian.
The socialist vote In this territory ing to use this fund. This will, it Is
He names the following witnesses
Mies Katnerine Helmbeck
should bo referred to the referendum. hoped, effectually dispose of the legisto prove his actual continuous adverse Lessons in Singing and Physical Culture.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
lative habit of appropriating money for
Mis3 Elizabeth Naylor, M. B.
possession of said tract for twenty
It will take some time for the social the use of the governor's office.
Castings;
Harmony.
of
Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Teacher
and
Planoforta
Iron
Brass
and
years next preceding the survey of the Studio, Commercial club.
Xsta to wipe out the democrats in this
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
township, viz:
city.
DIVIDENDS FROM MINES.
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
KINDERGARTEN.
Gregorio Barela, Francisco Apodaca
To the Public.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
pubAccording
compilation
FOUNDRY
SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
to
the
world
varloDS
countries of the
The
Molina, Justo Gutierrez, Amador
Allow me to say a few words in praise
Miss Philbrick's
awe said to nae 13.400 different kinds of lished by the New York Engineering of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. I can Sanchez, all of Albuquerque, New MexKindergarten and Primary Department.
and Mining Journal, dividend pay- recommend
postage stamps.
Conveyances
Commercial club building.
with the utmost confid- ico.
ments in October by American mining ence. It hasit done
call for Highland pupils.
will
protest
person
Any
to
who
desires
good work for me
metallurgical
companies
were
not
and
The populists hare entirely disap
and will do the same for others. I had against the allowance of said proof.
THOUSANDS SAVED By
peared from the stale and national of as satisfactory as In previous months s very severe cough and cold and fear- or who knows of any substantial rea
year.
The falling off Is most mark- ed I would get pneumonia, but after son under the laws and regulations of
this
fices In Kansas.
SAMPLE AND CLUB ROOM.
ed In the industrial section. In all, taking
the second dose of this medi- the Interior department why such
fifty-fou- r
paid
concerns
$4,926,501,
of
Vaa Vegas has nearly an the territocine I felt better, three bottles of it proof should not be allowed will be
Finest
rial offlciala, and yet the town is not which a considerable part is credited
my cold and the pains In my given an opportunity at the above men- For Consumption. Coughs, Co ds
Whiskies,
to the combinations. Since January cured
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
place
cross
to
time
and
examine
politically happy.
tioned
Brandies,
disappeared entirely. I am most
and all THROAT AND LUnG TROUBLES.
the dividends distributed by 154 com chest
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
Wines, etc.
yours for health, Ralph 3. the witnesses of said claimant, and to This wonderful medicine positively
respectfully
Delegate Flynn thinks the small re-- panies amount to the large total of Meyers, 64 Thirty-seventWheel- offer evidence In rebuttal of that sub
St.,
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
vnbilcan vote In Oklahoma will defeat $120,62$,979. Of this amount the gold, ing, W. Va. For sale by all druggists. mitted by claimant.
copper,
quicksilsilver,
lead,
Bronchitis, Asthma, Pneumonia,
sine
and
R.
MANUEL
OTERO.
statehood
bill.
the
ver properties furnished $23,197,633, JEMEZ & SULPHurl HOT SPRINGS
Register.
ha Fever, Pleurisy, LaQrippe.
8TAGE LINE.
'
o
The Santa Fe company could win or 13.3 per cent, and the Industrial
(Homestead Entry No. 6174.)
Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
Kolden opinions by improving the train companies associated with the mineral Carries the U. S. man; only line with
rigs,
good
Industry, $97,431,346, or 80.8 per cent. a change of stock en route;
Notice for Publication.
service from Lamy to Santa Fe. '
AlbuquerOwing to lower quotations for refin- horses and drivers; leaves
Department of the Interior, Land Of (RICE NO CURE. NO PAY.
SOc. and $1. TRIAL DOTTLES FREE.
que every Tuesday, Thursday and Satfice at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 23, 1902.
Las Vegas la coming to the first New ed copper in this country and London urday at 6 a. m. For particulars adNotice Is hereby given that the fol
Mexico state fair. The big exhibition and to the desire of leading producers dress W. L. Trimble i Co., agents, Alwill be held In Albuquerque next Octo- to keep In check the output of raw cop- buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprie- lowing named,, settler has filed notice
per, dividends on copper stocks have tor, Jemes.
of his intention to make final proof In
ber.,
support of bis claim, and that said
been cut severely this year. These
Preen Cut Flowers.
proof will be made before the Probate
" The Socorro Chieftain supported all properties paid $9,371,481, which Is
IVES, THE FLORIST.
Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albuto 40.4 per cent of the total divi
o
This "Paris of Latin America" is situated over six thousand feet
three of the tickets in the recent cam- equal
querque, N. M., on December 3d, 1902,
mines,
by
dends
declared
all
Dairy.
Bros.
metal
Albers'
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes Is never
paign, and now wants to know where
Tu gold, silver and lead properties
Believe in no one but yourself and viz.: Jose Sandoval, for the S SW',4,
Anough not generally known summer is the very
experienced.
at la a L
sec. 10. NV4 NW, sec. 15, T. 8 N.,
best of seasons to visit the Land of Mafiana."
which include the smelting and refln try Albers Bros'., 19 quarts for $1.00.
AND SALE.
LIVERY,
FEED
R. 6 E.
ing combinations, paid $12,859,185 this
The dally afternoon rain, which lasts about thirty minutes, so
Oklahoma, polled 5,009 votes at the year. The majority of
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
8TOVEWORK.
Ha names the following witnesses
companies
these
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and ni&-.- s lovely.
your
&
recent election. That territory Is mak-t- a pay dividends monthly or quarterly.
Co.
have
to
Go to E. J. Post
to prove bis continuous residence upon
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of our
rapid growth and certainly Is en- Few tine and quicksilver companies stove work done and get a good job by and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
neighbors; between the beautiful nights, and balmy
Mexican
competent mechanics.
titled to statehood.
Fllomeno Mora, of Escobosa, N. M.; board horse andhave first class rigs
paid dividends.
ings, and the cooling sea breezes of day, one becomes so entranced
U E. CAREY, Prop.
Perflllo Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.; for hire.
with the beauty of this country as to never forget his trip under
Good Fresh Milk.
The republicans having elected all
N. M.;
Tapla,
Escobosa,
White Umbrella."
Feupe
of
"The
TO VISIT THE TERRITORIES.
You get 16 quarts of good fresh milk
the members of the territorial council,
Sandoval, of Escobosa, N. M.
Try
Bros',
dairy.
Albers
the services of a chaplain for that body Senator Beverldge, chairman of the for $1.00 from
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
senate committee on territories, and us once.
o
will not be necessary.
o
Corner of First Street and
the other members of the committee Try our kaion and
No. 4460.)
Entry
(Homestead
pies.
Mrs
mince
Railroad Avenue.
This city will have eastern railway who may desire to do so, will soon Akers, 501 Keleher avenue.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
connections next year, and can make make a tour of Oklahoma, New Mexico
vtm rhanrad hands and is now one
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 21, 1902.
the next annual fair twice as big as and Arisona for the purpose of Inquir
Subscribe for The Citizen,
city. Best
is prepared to furnish you with the best of accommodations to ait
ing Into their condition and Its relation
o
Notice Is hereby given that the fol of the nicest resorts in thebar.
the one held this year. Let's do 1L
' Call on or address,
Lager
at
the
points in Mexico.
served
liquors
less
of
burn
ba;3
heaters
PenlnsuJu'
to their application for statehood.
lowing named settler has filed notice
Tatronage
solicited.
draught
o
been
your
This tour will give the committee an fuel, give more heat and ventilate
C. R. HUDSON,
Tom. Johnson's political circus has
W. S. MEAD,
of his intention to make final proof in
W.D.MU RDOCK,
LL'KE WALSH,
G. F. & P. A.,Mexlco.
C. A.. El Paso.
support of his claim, and that said
A. G. & P. A., Mexico
Proprietor.
Eone into winter quarters In Ohio. The excellent opportunity to obtain valua rooms. Whitney Company.
the probate
season was disastrous to the manager, ble Information about these territories
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M. proof will be made before
New 'Photi
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu Old 'Phone
fee having lost the state by a big ma- and every member should go. But if MandeL's.
152
none of them have ever been in the
59.
querque, N. M., on December 2, 1902,
jority.
o
southwest they should avoid forming
viz: Manuel Baca y Lopez, for the
(Homestead Entry No. 3942.)
J. W. Edwards
The people of this city should make a wrong impression from the arid con
SWVt sec. 10, T. 10 N.. R. 6 E.
Notice for Publication.
all necessary arrangements for .the re- dltion of the country, says the Denver Department of the Interior, Land Of
He names the following witnesses Progressive Mortician and Em
ception of the senate committee on Republican.
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 7. 1902. to prove bis continuous residence upbalmer.
territories, who will visit New Mexico To one not Informed In regard to the
Notice is hereby given that the fol on and cultivation of said land, viz:
night. Calls are
day
irrigation
Open
fertility
days.
soli
and
Gonan4
under
of
few
its
Jaramlllo,
Porflllo
In a
Jose' Leon
lowing named settler has filed notice
its wealth in iron, coal and precious cf his Intention to make final proof in zales, Pedro Garcia, Jose R. Carpenter,
promptly attended to.
There are several "dons" In San Mi metalB, the arid region at first looks support of his claim, and that said ter, all of Albuquerque. N. M.
I Also Sell Monuments
goel county who are one year republl unable to support a large population. proof will be made before U. S. Com
MANUEL R. OTERO,
N. Second
conand parlor
Office
Register.
democratic,
year
who
reveals
the
next
information
But
fuller
ean and the
misloner at East View, N. M., on De
o
should be relegated to the Las Vegas trary.
cember 22, 1902, viz: Augustina Sis
(Homestead Entry No. 4159.)
political grave yard.
Statistics of population. Industrial neros de Vallejos, widow of Carlos Val
Notice for Publication.
production and natural wealth are the lejoB. deceased, for the NE14 sec. 31
Department of the Interior, Land Of
The rose Is the emblem of secrecy chief matters to consider, and of these T. 3 N., R. 6 E.
311 8ovi?h Hrs. street
flee at Santa Fe, N. M.. Oct. 21, 1902.
He names the following witnesses to
in Greece, and was formerly bung over there is abundant evidence that all
AJO PROPRIETOR.
November 30, December 1 and 2.
FRANK
folthat the
the table where guests were entertain- three of the territories named are fully prove his continuous residence upon Notice is hereby given
Via
the Burlington miles the shortest route.
filed notice
ed in token that nothing heard there entitled to statehood. They are able and cultivation of said land, viz: Mar lowing named settler hasfinal
The best of liquors served to pit
good trains the Chicago Special at 4:15
Two
proof
in
make
to
Intention
of
his
governments,
support
and
fetato
to
was to be repeated.
tin Sanchez, Jesus Maria Chaves
rons of the bar.
m.; the Vestlbuled Flyer at 10 p. m.
p.
and
said
claim,
that
support
of his
their people de.slre to erect govern- Garcia. Juan Luna, Canuto Contreras
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
proof will be made before the probate
everything
bras
rooms,
large
Los Angeles calls El Paso a way sta- ments of that kind. They are also all of Manzano, N. M.
Nice
clerk of Bernalillo county, at Albu- new, upstairs for lodging purposes.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
tion. The California town may soon qualified to govern themselves, main2, 1902,
December
querque,
on
M.,
N.
step
advancing
in
growing
taining
order and
0
realize that the TexaB city is
.
(Jiomestead Entry No. 59C2.)
viz: JoRe Leon Jaramlllo, for the S
aad that In a few years it will be a with the existing members of the
Notice for Publication.
SE'4. sec. 9, N NEV4. sec 16, T. 10
To deny statehood to these terrilarger city than Los Angeles.
Office,
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
tories is to violate a fundamental prln-cipl- Department of the Interior, Land Of N., R. C E.
following
1902
witnesses
11.
M.,
N.
Oct.
names
fice
Fe,
He
at
Santa
the
isunion,
for the
of the American
G W. VALLERY, General Agent,
A parliamentary paper recently
The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
Notice Is hereby given that the fol to prove his continuous residence upluvlf-esued in Ixmdon gives complete statis- r'ght of the people to govern them lowlng-namecordially
patrons
friends
and
All
land,
viz:
DENVER.
said
settlor has filed notice on and cultivation of
tic concerning the Boerwar. A total selves is the cornerstone of American
to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch Is
Gon- Perfilio
Lopez,
In
y
proof
final
Manuel
Baca
make
of
to
his
intention
liberty.
served every day.
of 286,0k I troops were recruited there.
The people of the territories shouM support of his claim, and that said zoles. Pedro Garcia, Jose R. Carpenter.
8TEVC BALLING.
The casualties were: Killed, 6.744;
M.
N.
Probate
proof
Albuquerque,
of
before
all
will be made
Proprietor.
woanded, 53,020; died of wounds or be prepared to receive the members of
R.
OTERO.
MANUEL
Clerk of Bernalillo County at Albu
disease, 16,1(8. It Is estimated that the committee and supply them with
Citizen.
the
for
Register.
Subscribe
Mexico, on November 17,
the war cost the British government full Information In regard to all mat- querque, New
post-offic-
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nia, will control the next house by a CXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXICOCOOOC
vote of 206 to 178 democrats, with oue
district, the Eighth Tennessee, and
two California districts remaining so
rr.uch In doubt that the official returns
will be needed to decide the result
The totals given are believed to be
correct, although there are a few districts, such as two in Colorado and one
,
Just received a
in Minnesota, where the republican
lot of. ... .
fresh
and democratic managers respectively
do not concede defeat, but the general
President German Relief Association, Los Angeles, Gal result could not be affected even HOTW TER BOTTLES
should their claims prove well foundFountain and Bulb Syed.. The table by states Is as follws:
Dem.
Rep.
ringesprices to suit your.
State
Owing to modern methods of living, not one woman in a thousand fcp
9
proaches thin perfectly natural change without experiencing a train of very Alabama
eelf-S- Oc
to $3.00
annoying and sometimes painful symptoms.
7
Arkansas
Those dreadful hot flashes, sending tho blood surging to the heart until It California
4
2
seems ready to burst, and tho faint feeling that follows, sometimes with chills, Colorado
Water and Oil Atomizers
3
as if the heart were going to stop for good, are only a few of the symptoms of Connecticut
5
of every description.
a dangerous nervous trouble. The nerves ore crving out for assistance. , The
1
cry should be heeded in time. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- -' Delaware
Come and examine.
3
pound was prepared to meet the needs of woman's system at this trying Florida
period of her life, and all women who use it pass through this trying periou Georgia
.'...11
with comfort and safety.
1
Idaho
J. 11. O'RIELLY & CO.
16
9
Illinois
9
4
Indiana
frcscrlptlon Druggists
1
Iowa
10
'. . . . .
8
Kansas
Corner 2nd" St. and Gold Ave.
1
Kentucky
10
7
Louisiana
.. OOC)COCCOCOOOC)COOCOCOCOC)COO
4
Maine
Maryland
4
2
4
10
Massachusetts
o
Michigan
1
11 a
HE CAN SEE HIS FINISH
8
Minnesota
1
a
a
Mississippi
8
1
Mifsourit
:.. 15
1
Montana

Some Sensible Advice to Women by

Mrs. E. Sailer,

,

.

'
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Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New

1

5

1
. . . i

Jersey

New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Oregon
Pennsylvania .;
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

.

3
17
10

20

4

17

2
1
7

28

7

HQ
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..Silks and Dress Goods..
IF YOU'RE PLANNING THE PURCHASE OF ANY SILKS OR DRESS GOODS, IT IS OF VAST IMPORTANCE THAT YOU FAMILIARIZE YOURSELF WITH THE EXCELLENT VALUES THAT ARE OBTAINABLE AT THE "LION STORE." ALL THE WANTED FABRICS AND PATTERNS ARE HERE IN RICH
ASSORTMENT PRICED FULLY 25 PER CENT MORE FAVORABLE THAN EL8EWHERE.
FOR
READ THESE TOMORROW SPECIALS;

E,

Black and Colored Dress Goods

v

A4lneh Impo trd Mrtfk Cheviot

p;oods you cannot match anywhere under.
Sackings
Venetiana
h
Granite
Jamestown Novelty
Finest Botany French Flannels....
All-Wo-

h

75o Goods

All

All-Wo-

h

sponged and shrunk all pure wool
tomorrow per yard

$'.25

50-In-

All-Wo-

48c

h

Henrietta

Ail-Wo-

Al-Wf-

rh

Canvas Cloth.,
All $1.25
Granite Cloth.
Cloths
8a tin Solil...,
Vigoreaux.
French Serge.
English 8term Serge.
Hopaackinga

All-Wo-

h

All-Wo-

h

All-Wo- ol

h

All-Wo-

h
h
54-In-

All-Wo-

Canvas Eta ml lie

ol

dust proof

$1.50 value

at

75c

Ail-Wo- ol
All-Wo-

in black or blue warranted sponged and
tomorrow per yard, ...

98c;

Black Velveteen extra good grade
beautiful black 24 inches wide none ever
sold for less than $1.25
tomorrow per yard

fcfr

7

2

Is always more distingue, more artis
1
tic and finer on either shirt front, col
3 lar or cuff
than on anyone in Albuquer

5
10

Imperial Laundry

o

cn

Leon B.5tn,pmppjliop

Blak IVuu de Pole a soft, rich, lus- trous silk made by one of best domestic
manufacturers 19 inches wide
actual 90c value tomorrow per yd.
v

l
9

ey
wort

Silks and Velvets

17

Salting Mines Not a Lost Art.
No other person can jrlve such helping advice to women who
Tne "salting" of mines has not yet
are sick as can Mrs. Pinkham, for none have had such a great passed into "innocuous desuetude,"
experience her address is Lynn, Mass., and her advice free if not, at least, in Alaska. A report from
you are sick write her you are foolish if you don't.
there, telegraphed
from Tacoma,
Wash., gives some details of a "salter"
hay
W
SS000,
deposited with the National City Bank of Lynn,
REWARD.
which will bo paid to any person who can find that the above testimonial letter
who was nabbed and indicted by the
is not genuine, or was published before obtaining the writer's special pergrand jury at Nome, charged with hav
mission.
I.ydla K. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
ing committed this most reprehensible
act. It speaks well for the moral tone
SAN MARCIAL.
Excellent Dinners.
of Nome that the gentleman In ques'
The Columbus hotel, 204 South Sectlon should have been permitted to
ond street, upstairs, has an established From the Bee.
make an appearance before a grand
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Anderson return Jury; the time was, and not so far re
reputation for first class dinners, family style. Mrs. O. E. Hopkins, pro- ed last week from a visit with friends mote when, In some camps, the grand
in Oklahoma.
prietress.
Jury before whom the culprit would
o
The stockmen in the vicinity of
have been brought, would have consist
Let us figure on your plumbing. Alare gathering cattle and expect to ed of the stout limb of a tree, not too
buquerque Hardware company.
ship from 2,000 to 3,000 head from En high up, and a strong hempen cord;
gle about November 15.
but "tempora mutantur," so let it go
An Expert Cutter.
years we have not at that.
For
Direct from Chicago here on Monday been two or three
.and Tuesday, to take measures for than able to have school term longer
three months at a time. ThursAnxious Moments.
winter overcoats, suits, trousers and day, Engineer
John K. De Hart was
Some of the most anxious hours of a
v.aistcoats. This is a good opportun- around interviewing
ity for any one wanting their clothes gard to subscriptionsour citizens in re mother's life are those when the little
to
made to order. We guarantee fit, style six and possibly eight have school ones of the household have the croup.
months each There is no other medicine so effective
and workmanship. Simon Stern the year. He received
considerable en- In this terrible malady a3 Foley's
Kallroad avenue clothier.
couragement in that line.
Honey and Tar. It is a household favo
W. B. Lamkin completed the plas- orite for throat and lung troubles, and
Gents' suits cleaned and pressed $1 tering
of the new residence of Dr. C. O as it contains no opiates or other
up. S. Knopf, 107 North First street,
Cruickshank last Tuesday and return-t-- poisons It can be safely given. Alvarao
to Albuquerque. Mr. Lamkin has do Pharmacy.
ADy man who doesn't take advantage of our great shirt sale by laying in demonstrated by this piece of work
a supply for the next twelve months, that he is a thorough mechanic and Rcswell Will Have Better Postoffice.
As a result of Postoflice inspector
ought not to wear any. The Lion Dr. Cruickshank is of the opinion that
the $C a day and traveling expanses Doran's visit last week, Roswell 1b now
Store.
he allowed Mr. Lamkin is a good in- assured of greatly improved postoffice
The thrifty buyer knows that the vestment. The finish, curves and an- facilities by the first of the year. For
"Lion Store" Is the money saving spot. gles are perfect and every Hilail in the the past elKhteeu months the present
Where else on this green earth can direction of perfection appears to be postoffice furniture has been entirely
inadequate to accommodate properly
you buy the finest $1.50 men's shirts above criticism.
Thursday Contractor W. G. Lane the business of the office. In fact, if
at 4Sc The Lion Store.
commenced to put on the hard finish Postmaster Mathews had been able to
No tuberculosis jiervaline or col- on the Interior of Dr. C. G. Crulck-shank'- s give boxes to all who desired them, the
oring in Matthews' Jersey miU
progressing new residence on receipts would already be large enough
We make the best door and window Railroad avenue near Second streH, to Justify free mail delivery. In this
screens. They are far supei lor to any that was commenced about a year ago and many other ways has the postoffice
made in the east at the same price.
and that it is expected will be
force been hampered in the transacd
Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
and ready for occupancy In tion of the large postal business hanT. Telephone No. 4t3.
about sixty days hence. It has six dled in Roswell. New fixtures to cost
Ladles' and gents' cast-- way clothes rooms on the lower floor and four $l,5ii() are "to be put in by the first of
above. The building is adobe, very January.
bought; 107 North First street.
smoothly plastered outside, and with a
o
A Dangerous Month.
Home made bread, cakes and pies fine hard finish on the inside. The outThis Is the month of coughs, colds
side dimensions are 36x46 feet, and the
at Mrs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.
o
whole property covers two lots. The and acute catarrh. Do you catch cold
Orders taken for every known make building will cost about $3,500 when easily? Find yourself hoarse, with a
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque completed.
tickling in your throat and an annoyHardware comr'iny.
ing cough at night Then, you should
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs always have bandy, a bottle of BalDon't miss the opportunity to have and colds: reliable, tried and tested,
lard's Horehound Syrup. J. A. Anderyour measure taken by an expert cut- safe and sure. Alvarado Pharmacy,
son, 354 West Fifth St., Salt Lake City,
ChiBros.,
ter, direct from Strauss
o
writes: "We use Ballard's Horehound
cago, at our store, Monday and TuesNO CHANGE IN HOUSE.
Syrup for coughs and colds. It gives
day. Over 400 samples in the pieces
to select from. Simon Stern, Railroad The Republicans Will Have a Safe Ma- immediate relief. We know its the
best remedy for these troubles. I write
jority in Congress.
avenue clotbier.
The latest returns show that the re- this to Induce other people to try this
c
Carpenters' and machinists' tools of publicans, including In this description pleasant and efficient remedy." 25c,
all kinds. Albuquerque
Hardware the fusionistg elected from the Pittsburg-- 50c and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan PharmaAllegheny
company.
districts In Pennsylva- - cy, B. Ruppe.
Pa-raj- e

r

d

Potti-c- oa

Ia n

$25

.
--

34-ln-

2
2

remedies,, but none of them gave me
any relief. My druggist recommended
Foley's Kidney Cure and it has cured
n:e. Before commencing Its use I was
in such a shape that I could hardly
get up when once down."
Alvarado
Pharmacy.

$5000

ta

styles

1

yoUi-oel- f

As a matter of positive fact Mrs. Pinkham has on file thousands of letters
from women who have been safely carried through that danger period
" Change of Life." Mrs. Sailer's cure is not an unusual one for Mrs. Pinkham's medicine to accomplish.

Silk

2

v

No other medicine in the world lias received such widespread
and unqualified endorsement, ltef use all substitutes.

tomorrow..wUii

shrunk

He Could Hardly Get Up.
" We have used considerable of your Vegetable Compound in our
P. H. Duffy of Ashley, 111., writes,
charitable work, as we find that to restore a poor mother to health bo
she can support herself and those dependent upon her, if such there be, "This Is to certify that I have taken
is truer charity than to give other aid. You have my hearty endorse- two bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure and
ment, for you have proven
a true friend to Buffering women." It has helped me more than any other
Mrs. E. Sailer, 7361 Hill St, Los Angeles, Cat
I tried many advertised
medicine.

When one stops to think about the good Mrs. Sailer derived from Mrs.
Pinkham's advice and medicine, it seems almost beyond belief yet it is all
true as stated in her letter published above at her own request.

properly.

h

K SAILER.
"Deak Mhs. Pinkdam: When I passed through what Is knewn
as change of life,' I had two years' Buffering,
sudden heat, and as
quick chills would pass over me ; my appetite was variable and I never
could tell for a day at a time how I would feel the next day. Five
bottlC3 of. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound changed all
that, my days became days cf health, and I have enjoyed every day later returns.
now six years.

Ladle' Mereer-iie-

2
7

que whose linen hasn't been thundered
1
fat tho Imperial. A man can be proud
WyonTlng
of his linen, percale or madras shirts
when they are done up here. They al178
Totals
206 ways look like new till they are worn
The Eighth Tennessee and the First out, and
their durability Is considerand Second California districts are not ably elongated when handled with
included in this table, be!ng classified care that is given at the Imperial. the
still as doubtful, leaving three votes to
be added to the columns according to

MRS.

Send in your
Mail Orders.
We will take
care of them

2

Ohio

since,

Tho Store the People Talk About

JlO'Hielly&k

Back of Poitoffice.

Coney Island

RESTAURANT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

MEALS

REGULAR

CITV.
MEALS, 25c.

Short Order at Any Price.

Mausard's Mills,
CHAS.

MALI

SARD, Prop.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico
FLOUR AND BhN IN CARLOAD
LOTS A 8PECIALTY.
Albuquerque,
New Mexico

...

A. E.

A

PATTERN FREE

WALKER

guarantee
24 inches
--

Printed Velret Persian effects in
beautiful designs and colorings for waists
and trimmings actuat $1.25 value
Q
tomorrow per yard
.

tr

... COC

ZXZX!tZ'lZLrm

Prepare for Thanksgiving

"""A

PATTERN FREE

and Buy Your Linens Here

h
Bleached Table Damask
wide warranted purs Linen $1.00 quality tomorrow per yard
S9o
Unbleached Table Damask
wide strictly all Linen 75c quality tomorrow psr yard
48o
Bleached Table Damask 72 Inches wide finest and purest Linen flax $1.50 quality tomorrow psr yd. Me
Turkey Red Table Napkins fringed warranted fast colors 20 Inches square wori $2X0 per dor.
tomorrow per doz
$L2S
Bleached Table Napkins all purs Linen medium size worth $1.25 psr doz. tomorrow per doz
SBs

........

STOVE WORK.

THE

IN

Black Uuarunteed Taileta

woven in every yard extra heavy
wide regular $1.25 quality
tomorrow per yard

Qo to E. J.

Post

The Peninsular Is a heater and
Whitney Company.

to have your tilator.
stove work done and get a good Job by
& Co.

competent mechanics.
0

.

F. A. Jones, K. n1., C. E.

Consulting Mining Kngineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Surrey
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited.
W. L. Brackett & Co,
the new blacksmiths on Copper avenue, between Second and Third streets,
have received a new rubber tiring
machine and guarantee their work.
They do horseshoeing as a specialty.
o

.

Subscribe for the Citizen.

o

ven-

Brlbsj la your tinware and have
repaired. Aibnquerque Hardware 4
pany

Try Albers' Milk. .
Have you
Before paying 10 cents a quart for steel ware seen tnat blue enameled
at the Albuquerque Hardmilk, try ours; 16 quarts for $1.00.
ware company's store. It Is the moat
Albers Bits'.
beautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Albuquerque.
Casa da Oro.
Rooms with board; electric lights
F. n. Wolfe a as opened up the stsdlo
and gas; hot and cold water In each at 208 Railroad avenue, and would bs
room.
Special rates to permanent pleased to nave you call and look
at
boarders; no invalids; No. 613 West bis work.
Gold avenue.
.
o
Have your House weu ventilated
Acorn base burners. The world's
a Peninsular base burner.
standard. Whitney Comapny.
Whitney Company.
g

coeoecooeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoe

FIRE INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Association
Office at J. C. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard

COLUMBUS HOTEL
204 South Second

street

First Class Rcoms and Board. Rates
Reasonable.
MRS. G. E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.

DEVOE'S

READY

--

MIXED

The Best Dressed Men in
Albuquerque are Our Patrons

PAIN

One Gallon covers 300 Square Feet
TWO COATS

d

When a man in this section wants the Best
Clothing, he comes straight to this store.

JUST
HIE

In addition to getting the bst
styles to choose from, the highest grade
and finest tailored garments he pays
he'd be asked at any of our competitors
ordinary" clothing.

OVERCOAT

YOUPIT

the latest
materials,
less than
for "just

My garments are ah stylish they fit perfectly
and they have a manly grace abut them that
makes the wearer feel proud of his appearance.
I'd like you to come in and see the New Fall
and Winter Suits and the New Fall TopCoats
and Winter Overcoats you'll not find their .like
'
elsewhere -- that's certain.

IS

com-I-lete-

a

Sea the Prima Sue the Cooda.
Single buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc., etc.

Tlios- F.
-

406 Railroad Ave

Keleher
Albuquerque

Tin, eaivanizea lron and coppei
work. Albuquerque Hardware compa

ay.

Suits, $10 to $25

rVL

it

Overcoats, $10 to $25

MANDELL

High Grade'Clothingand Furnishings forQentlemsn and
DUNLAP HATS AND

fl NHATTAN SHIRTS

Bays-Ag- ent

for

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY ClTIitEto' 'MoNUAY NOVEMBEK 10 1902

For
;

M
Shoe;

tton and will establish the body in condition of sound and vigorous health.
" I was taken with Grippe, which resulted in stomach and heart trouble,
writes Mr. T. R. Caudill, of Montlnnd,
Alleghany Co., N. C " I was unable to
do anything a good part of the time. I
wrote to Ir. Pierce aliout my condition,
having full confidence in his medicine,
lie advised me to take his ' Golden Medical Discovery,' which I did. Before I
had finished the second bottle I began
to feel better. I have used nearly six
bottles and am well."

of a Hail The
Was-Lcs-

L

A SHOE THE
HOUSE WAS LA1KD.

IDR 1TAST.OF
Kmy

Wftrkstrrith knows that story rf

'the art;)ccted nail, the cast shoe and the
mined bone, la obi country smithy's
yam tmy art tbe lrjcHi rudely painted

DON'T

mt chalked oa the wall as a reminder
o Koine is that rt pays to care for
aooea, and that a little neglect
amy tmre a very serious result But th
Mackntnith K as a rale, like the good
ekacon, who passes on the pastor's
of his own foibles to some
see else It nerrt errors to him to take
the sermon home to himself. The black
wwiith has for rxample a little touch of
"stomach trouble.'' His food set mi to

EXPERIMENT
WITH
STOMACH.

VOUB

It's a

waste of time and money to
esperiment on medicines. If you are on
a journey to a certain town, you take
the road that will surely bring you
there. Yon don't turn aside and experiment on roads simply because they are
rosds. The road you follow is the road
which leads to where you want to be.
It's that way with medicines. When
you want the way which leads straight-es- t

ttartr'

and surest to health
yon will follow the thousands who have taken Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery and have been
perfectly and permanently
cured.
It gives me great pleas-ar- e
to inform you of the
benefits that I have realized from the use of your
Golden

Medical

Discov-

ery ' and ' rieasant Pelwrites Mrs. J. C
lets
Fink, of Yost, Rowan Co.,
N. C " tast winter I was
so bad off that I thought
it impossible for tne to live
until spring.. J was taken
sick in January and was in
pain all over.'' The doctor
was called, and said my
liver was out of order.
He gave me some medicine
i
but it did . me no good.
I grew steadily worse. I
could not eat as much as
one bite of bread without
great pain, and was. so
hungrv all the time that I
thought I would starve to
death. My head ached,
my shoulders ached. ' I
was cross. My brain failed
so much that I thought
I was almost insane. I
could not sleep rights only a short while
at a time. Would get up mornings so
weak and nervons, I could scarcely stand.
In this way I suffered, I think, about two
months, when a friend of mine induced
me to write to Dr. Pierce for advice,
which I did. His answer was that I had
indigestion and liver complaint, and advising me to take his ' Golden Medical
Discovery.' I followed the Doctor's
directions closely, and in a few days I
could discover that I was getting' better
slowly. Every day I felt just a little
better, then I could begin to eat a little
light diet Then I began to sleep a
little better at night and in the morning
would feel refreshed and rested. Next
I began to gather a little flesh, and then
I began to improve rapidly, I took
eight bottles of 'Golden Medical Discovery and several vials of ' Pleasant Pel- -'
lets,' and I felt that I was well enough
to leave off medicine and go to work,
which I did with pleasure. I have not
taken anv medicine since except Dr.
Pierce's Pellets. - i can eat anything and
as mucn as l want ana 41 never, now
;
hurts me a particle."
There' is no alcohol In "Golden Med- kal Discovery," and it is free from opium,
cocaine, and all other natcotica.

"

ra
Be like a lump in his stomach. It ferments and gives off gases which cause
lain discomfort and uneasiness. He has
nor and bitter risings, or " water brash."
Bat this man who knows and preaches
the danger of- negfect In the loss of a
anil from a horse's shoe goes right along
lecting symptoms which in scores
nen
hundreds of cases are lore-ru- n
eeTa physical break doera.

'

--

HOKUTH1WO

DOCTRINK.

k-

-

That" the. doctriae.o a great many
aaaioleot people. They say "it will go
way after a bit" When cautioned to "do
something" for their ailment Just
iaaagiae a farmer looking over the fence
aft the sprouting weeds In his corn and
saying "they'll go away after a bit."
Ta wears are like reeds. All they ask
la neglect and they will grow and flour-ieNeglect the first symptoms of disease of the stomach and it will not be
Incur. before other organs are involved.
ticca nee every orgaa of the body is de-yewdent on the stomach and it allied
tat nuuiuou.---wtuit wtom.ca
ether organs of, digestion and nntri- aaw diseased the food eaten i f
ant perfectly digested and assimilated.
. 'Heaoa there is a lose of nutrition by the
. body;
loaa which shows itself jn loss of
a hole in the pocket
flesh, and redaced weight, and that loaa jnay Ban a sertoiis leas of money. ..It's
aratriUoa i shared by evry organ of 'th same way" wfth a hole in the health ;
body, heart, lungs, liver, .kidneys,
it may mean a serious loss of vitality and
c As a consequence when the atom-- li Jt vigor. D, Pierce's Common Sense Med-d- s
la diseased, the heart is liable to b! teal Adviser teaches how to mend the
faivoHcd,
the lungs, kidneys or liver, health, as well as how to prevent
facto emphasize the danger of ease. This bulky book, containing 1008
.weglect of what is popularly termed large pages, is sent free on receipt of
."atoanach .trouble." .,
- stamps, to pay expense of mailing only.
'
The timely nee of Dr. Pierce's Golden Send 31 one-cestamps for Jhe book
Hedical Discovery will generally result in
or only 21 stamps for the
(complete cure of disease of the stomach . book in paper covers. Address Dr. R. V.
mad other organs of digestion and nutri- Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.

fire communicating to the barn, which
waa Boon enveloped In flames. From
the barn to the house was a lattice
work, along which the flames, fanned
by the wind, reached the residence and
soon the whole rear of the house, barn
and lattice work was a seething mass
of flames.
The fire company was slow in getting to the scene, and the garden hose
which was played against the barn
when the flames were Just breaking
out availed nothing.
The furniture was carried out of the
house, when It was seen that It could
not be saved and almost everything of
value was removed by willing hands.
Express wagons then carted the goods
to a place of safety and the principal
loss will be In the house itself, which
Is badly damaged.
The west side company was not
called at first, as the fire was not
thought serious, and when they arrived it was too late to save the house
from catching fire, despite the fact
that three lines of hose were playing
on the fire. Good work was done by
the companies when they did arrive
and the fine home of H. W. Kelly, only
a few feet away, was saved, with only
some of the paint being blistered.
The fire broke out about 2:20 and It
was a long, hard fight for the companies, which deserve praise for their
work.
Ed. McWenle received quite a bad
Injury by a slab of marble falling
downstairs and striking him In the
head, knocking him senseless for a
short time.. A large gash was cut, and
a surgeon sewed the wound in his
scalp.
Returns have been received from
every precinct In the county, and the
following shows the vote reported for
each candidate:
For Delegate Rodey, 2,794; Fergus- son, 1,984.
For the Council Spless, 2,420; Dun
can, 2,367; Gallegos, 2,320; Olney,
Romero, 2,470; Rudulph

For Sheriff
2,272.

2,297;
Clerk Jaramillo,
Probate
Sena, 2,454.
For County Commissioner Second
district, Gallegos, 2.395; Pate. 2.356.
Third district, Rogers, 2,445; Gise,

2,-2- t.

For Treasurer and Collector Eu- genlo Romero,'2,439; Benigno Romero,
2,306.

For Assessor

Esquibel, 2,286; Cha

vez. 2.436.

For Probate Judge Baca, 2,428;
Pena, 2,314.
Superintendent
For County
of
Schools Qulntana, 2,423; Gallegos,

This medicine
by

COMING) EVENT3.

strengthen-inirth- e

-

stomach
Nov.
Miss Menaul's concert at
enables it to do Colombo ball.
proits work
Nov.
inclusive, with the experly. It will ception of the 20th. Oberly Stock
the
blood
purify
company, at Colombo hall.
t promote a s
and Nov. 20. "A. Wise Member" at Cohealth. lombo hall.
It also cures
Nov. 25. "The Wrong Mr. Wright"
at Colombo hall.
Nausea, .
Dec. 5. Miss Katherlne Helmbeck
5 " Sick Headache,
1. j:
concert at Colombo hall.
.i:
ILUIgCMIVIIj
14.
17-2-

...w.-r-

--

.

S'

,M

.

Bedroom"Heyward
Sleepers"
uhiirure
-

.

''

"2r

Dyspepsia,
Insomnia and
Malaria. Try

it- -

Trinidad to visit with friends and take
In a big wedding there.
C. C. Brawner, local chairman of the
protection board of the B. I F., and
'1 nomas B. Bowen, chairman
of the
same committee for the B. L. E., left
Saturday evening for Topeka, where
tney will meet with the general board
on the 10th to adjust the wage question.
It Is rumored here, quietly, that a
new spur of the Santa Ke from Azul to
Taos Is being contemplated and that
the surveyor expects orders to run the
lice at any time.
The E. Romero Hose company wagon, yesterday evening, when returning from the CunninRham fire, In turning the corner at Sixth and Douglas,
smashed one of their wheels by making too quick and short a turn.
A line of sheds over the depot platform with extensive enlargements of
the Castaneda is one of tbe improvements to be made in the near future by
the Santa Fe here.
Hon. J, W. Raynolds came over Saturday night from Santa Fe and returned Sunday 'afternoon.
Thomas Hubbell, large and jovial as
ever, came in Sunday afternoon from
Amuquerque.
Mrs. J. B. Floyd leit Sunday afternoon for St. Louis for a visit with relatives and friends.
Capt. W. C. Reid has returned from
his business trip to Roswell.
Santiago Ortiz, deputy sheriff, came
down from Clayton Saturday evening
on a business trip to Meadow town.
Levi A. Hughes came over Sunday
afternoon from the territorial capital.
Deputy United States Marshals Fred
For n off an.. R. E. Leatherman arrived
here Sunday afternoon with Will Nell
and Sam Bass, two of the Fort Sumner
poetoffice robbers who have been in
jail at Albuquerque for several months.
George Massagee and George Cook
are in jail here and the four of them
will have their trial this week before
the United States court.
.

Jumped on a Ten Penny Nail.
The little daughter of J. N. Powell
jumped on an Inverted rake made of
ten penny nails, and thrust one nail entirely through her foot and a secoTl
one half way through. Chamberlain's
Pain Balm was promptly applied and
five minutes later the pain had disappeared and no more suffering was experienced. In three days the child was
wearing her shoe as usual and with
absolutely no discomfort. Mr. Powell 1st
a well known merchant of Forkland,
Va. Pain Balm is an antiseptic and
heals such Injuries without maturation
and In
the time required by
the usual treatment. For sale by all
druggists.
one-thir-

d

For Uver Sixty rears.
tried remedy.
Mrs. Winslrw's Soothing Syrup has
been used far over sixty years by
millions of mothers for their children
while teething with perfect success.
It soothes tho child; soften the gums,
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. "Is
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by druggists In every part of the world.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
Is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
Mrs. Window's 8oothlng Syrup, and
take no other kind.
An old and well

"

Rubber 'Tired tnd Triple Springs.
They are the best because they're
better made than others, more care
bestowed on every ., detail this
with reference to the baby, carrb
ages we offer for the consideration
of the parents of this city. They
give the maximum of comfort to
child and curse or mother, the
maximum of symmetry and beauty
at a minimum cost.. Easy running
.
and noiseleES.
Wo have Just received thirty-fivof the very latest and best styles.
.

.

e

which most pepple use eight hours
out of the twenty-fou- r
should be
dainty, artistic,' the epitome of the
designer's skill. Such furniture is
to be seen atO. W. Strong ft Sons'.
Make your tride your wife, your
sister, your daughter, happy In its
ownership and so make yourself
glad. Of course our stock is not
limited to bedroom furniture we
fit out parlor, dining room, sitting
room as well..
Dressers, dressing sables, chiffoniers, commodes, iron or brass
beds, buffets, tables, rockers and
easy chairs.. ,

e

COLOMBO HALL
ONE MERRY NIGHT

THURSDAY

INOV.20

C. B. MARVIN'S

FURIOUSLY FUNNY FARCE

A

WISE

MEMBER

O. W. STRONG & SONS
ItlWiaiLJIHJUII

EUUIM

We are Especially Equipped
to bant'

Ia
your prescriptions.. . Have
thie work for more twenty
years... Have both phones at a con-- .
venient desk to t?.ke down at your
doctor's dictation.. .We exercise the
ttrr.est care and fidelity and wiien any
of the r.ew remedies which are
put on the market ere needed
we use the telegraph, mail and express to get them quickly.. .We don't
mourn or haqrjlo ever t ,e profit on any
one transaction, bit vart your continued trade and confidence.

dor.o

con-ctar.t-

Geo. B. Williams, Druggist
West Kailioad Ave.

117

Asleep Amid Flames.
THE FINEST CATTLE RAISED
Breaking into
biasing home, some
Coleman, 2,- ,V
Vivt
in346; Gutierrez, 2,411; Romero, 2,389; firemen lately dragged the sleeping
are none too. good to supply meats for
mates from death. Fancied security,
Ortiz, 2,313; Jimlnez, 2,334; Lucero,
our patrona-4-evl- f
enced by .the meats
and death near. .It's that way when you
themselves as we 'cut them and deneglect
coughs
do
colds.
it.
2,401
;
Don't
and
For Surveyor Fresquez,
Rice,
liver them. (.Beef for boiling, broiling,
'
,J u '
Dr. King's Newipiscovery for Con"2,354.
roasting? lamb,' mutton and veal for
From the .above it can be seen that sumption gives, perfect protection
every purpqii; poultry ditto, alwjtya.
IT'S THE LIMIT
the fuslonlsts have elected three of against all Throat, Chest and Lung
here.. . Everything In ""'the meat and
their candidates assessor, clerk and Troubles. Keep it near, and avoid suf- A Whirlwind of Fun
poultry line. '
,
A Cyclone of Mirth
one representative on the face of the fering, death and doctor's bills, A
stops a ate cough, persistent
A Tornado of Laughter
returns, but the official count may
use and most stubborn. Harmless and
show different results.
nice, tasting. Its. guaranteed to satisfy The Original New York Cast in Its
Entirety.
Miss Martha Owen arrived here yes by all druggists. wFrlce 50c and $1.00.
terday afternoon from Springer, to be Trial bottles free;
75c and 50c
Prices:
the guest of Miss Dove Wilson.
ST. JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL.
Nate Lelvy left Friday evening for
on
Seats will be
sale at 9
El Paso, where he has a position in one
Nov. 17th, at Matson's.
Monday,
In
Native and Chicago Lumber. ..
the
It Is One of the Most Beautiful
pf tbe Harvey system lunch rooms.
States.
United
R. C. Rankin has returned from his
SHERWIN-WILLIAMPAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
trip to Kansas, where he buried a The Sisters' hospital at Albuquerque
Vorel Looks Best! Wears Longest! Saeh, Dors, Blinds, Plaster, Llmer
and
beautiful,
airiest
s one of the most
brother, who died in the Philippines.
Most Economical! Full Measure!
Cement, Glass Paint, etc.
in the
C. J. Gavin left Saturday afternoon best In all its appointments
place, promptly
this
at
collector
toms
says
Marclal
San
States,
the
United
1859-18- 92.
First Street and Lead A venae, Albuquerque.
accepted: Frank Green, of Santa Te, for El Paso, and will return home in Bee. Everything Is new, neat, cheer,
very enthuacting aa friend of Judge Watts. The tbe morning. Mr. Gavin Is
ful as possible, and. kept scrupulously
weapons selected were Colt's navy six- - siastic about the outlook for New Mex- clean. The Lady Superior is Sister
predicts
ico,
will
and
be
that
there
'
"barrel
one
loaded, distance
UrJ! Elsctioa Tlcet Forrty , Odd shooters,'paces.
development in this territory in Alexandra of the Order of St. Joseph.
'The parties met at sun- more
fifteen
years than in any other The cuisine Is superb; nevertheless
next
the
rise on the 7th near the Mexican line. point In fivesouthwest.
Ago In tow Mexico.
KEW AND SECOND HAND HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Ave.
On November there are some patients who have to
the
Mr. Green won the choice of position,
19 he will address the Kansas City be kept on a low and simple diet. It
r .
also the word. After the first shot the
costs $10 a week, for a bed and board
Furniture
First Class Work Guaranteed.
friends of the parties endeavored to Commercial club at its annual banquet, In the main ward, which Is exclusive
SK3TS FIRED II A DUEL
Schley
be
will
on
Admiral
stateuood.
effect a reconciliation between them
Crockery,
Cleaning and repairing neatly don(
of the cost of medical attendance and
which failed. The second and third present also.
:
the cost of medicine, on the floor be
machinery
W.
Althoff,
F.
Denver
a
Granitewear,.
were then Bred, without effect,
furnished
low, there are elegantly
la tbo early days of this territory shots
man,
yesterday
afternoon
arrived
here
when, after a consultation with his
Tinware,
elitical campaigns were not conduct- principal, and oiuer friends, Mr. Green to look after his business Interests. He rooms, to occupy some of which, it is
said, costs from $25 to $50 a week. A
ed In aa quiet and peaceful manner as declared himself
is
Intimated
another
there
arti
that
par
Art Squares,
satisfied and tbe
HOTEL CLAIRE...
fine looking and highly intelligent
they are now or have been of late ties were withdrawn
field, the ficial ice plant contemplated here.
from
the
-- Mattresses,
years, nor .were tke majorities obtain- difficulty remaining unsettled. "
Gus Krabbe, the drug clerk in the Catholic priest comes round and talks
SANTA FE, N. M.
kindly to all the patients but there is
ed very large. The following interest-to"Both parties were brave and cool. Center Block pharmacy, will leave no proselyting. The chief male nurse
Springs.
episode of the delegate campaign
and Mr. Otero wdh for himself the Monday for Keokuk, Iowa, to take a is "Jo." "Jo" Is a character; he was
ELECTRIC
PROOF,
FIRE
3n 1S&9, when Miguel A. Otero, of
course
dentistry.
In
BEDS-ALL
IRON
SIZES
golden opinions of all who witnessed
LIGHTED. 8TEAM HEATED,
father of the present gove- the affair by his bravery
Col. R. E. Twitchell returned Satur in the Philippines and as he had to eat
gallant
and
LOCATED.
CENTRALLY
'$3.00
wickbeef
the
embalmed
UP
some
of
rnor,' waa tbe democratic candidate for ry."
that
day evening from his trip down tbe
SANITARY
BATHS AND
ed commissary general allowed to be
that office and John 8. Watts, a Santa
road.
THROUGHOUT.
PLUMBING
his liver,
JS
affected
out
sent
lawyer, was the republican candithere
it
M.
Greenberger
Saturday
returned
GOODS
HOUSEHOLD
Startling, But
ROOM
8AMPLE
LARGE
impaired his health gendate, la published to show the differ-- "If every one knew True..
what a grand evening from his sojourn of a couple of which in turn
MEN.
COMMERCIAL
FOR
ON EASY PAYMENTS
erally and now he is asking the govnee In times, men and manners be medicine Dr. King's New Life Pills Is," days at Albuquerque.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
tween 1809 and 1902.
Mrs. Phillip Holzman arrived Satur ernment to give him a pension and
writes D. H. Turner, Dempsytown, Pa.,
PLAN- HOUSE FURNISHINGS
In an Issue of the New York Evening "you d sell all you have In a day. 't wo day evening from Albuquerque and will will get it. The institution possesses
GEO. E. ELLIS,
trained nurses, young ladles, who wear
Journal In 1859, under the heading weeks' use has made a new man of remain here some time.
New and Second Hand.
dress, and
Thirty-fiftcongress, appears the fol me." Infallible for constipation, stomProprietor and Owner.
Mrs. Julius Linde and son returned the nurse's conventional
lowing: "New Mexico has one territo- ach and liver troubles. 25c at all drug Saturaay evening from her trip to look quite natty, chick and loveaMe.
rial delegate. It has lately been demo-rrati- stores.
Albuquerque N. M.
117 Gold Avenue
and Is represented by Miguel A.
FIRE AT LAS VEGAS.'
Otero, of Albuquerque, Iiernalillo coun
ty. Mr. Otero Is a lawyer and has been
Residence Scorched-L-ate
the delegate in congress from his terrl Henry Goke's
Miguel County Returns.
tory since 1855. He Is a democrat"
In this connection the following from Special Correspondence.
REPAIRING."
Wr'h'Iasc
M., Nov. 9. The fine
If t
the editorial page of the Missouri Re large Vegas, N. house
ITH
belonging
to
publican of September 27, 1859, will be
Henry
on
street,
Goke,
Sixth
North
found of great Interest:
opposite the Montezurra park, occuFrom Arizona.
"Mesilla, Arizona Territory, Sep- pied by Dr. J. M. Cunningham, was
tember 12, 1859 In a speech made in hadly damaged by Ore yesterday afterour plaza on Sunday, the 4th instant, noon.
The fire was caused by a pile of
Judge Waits charged Mr. M. A, Otero
lelng burned In the alley, the
leaves
neglect
duty
con
of
his
towards
with
atituents, and stated that on the night
Hardware. riuinberH, Steam and Gas
JobbtrHof Shelf and
f the 2nd of March, 1859, during the
rending of a certain appropriation bill to prevent
pneumonia and consumpbefore tbe senate. Mr. Otero was ab- - tion is to cure
Tinners 8 lid Cor nicn Makers. We buy only in car lots.
your cold when It first
vent at a ball with his family. This appears. Acker's English
Remedy will
Mr. Otero resented by giving Judge stop the cough in a night, and drive
Watts tbe lie, both in English and in tbe cold out of your system. Always a
. .
(Spanish, In such a manner that it was quick and sure cure for asthma, bronImpossible for Judge Watts to overlook chitis and all throat and lung troubles.
does not satisfy you the druggist
ft A challenge ensued, which Mr. If it refund
your money. Write to us
Otero, through his friend. Colonel Sain will
113-11- 7
Albu que 1 qn e, Jf t w Mexlo
Second
i?outh
Street
for free sample. W. II. Hooker ti Co.,
el J. Jones (Sheriff Jones) late of Buffalo, N. Y. J. II. O'Kitlly ft Co. am.
' Albuquerque,
' N. M.
Corner First Street and Copper Avenue,
"Kansas, and now United States cus
11. Brlggs
Co.
k.

'
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A. Morelli & Bros.
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Merchant
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WE HA.VE THE LARGEST LINE OF

two-stor-

STOVES

Have Your Carriage Repaired
IACK SM

THE SURE WAY

Wliitiaev Companv.

a

Harness Repaired.

Horses Shod With Us

In New Mexico Both Wholesale and Retail
Do not buy until you examine our stock We can please you
Ileaty

...

We Guarantee

Our

Work.'

Fitters

Our Prices AreXower
Than Ever Before

J.

Korber

& Co.,

.ANlErS7E-
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Trade

Articles of Incorporation.
Martin Hertsogg and Ellas D. Fair,
of Wapello county, Iowa, and Benja
min S. Phillips, of Sierra county, New
Mexico, filed Incorporation papers for
the Black Range Tunnel and Mining
company. The capital Is 11,000,000 di
vided into 1,000,0(10 shares, and the
New Mexico headquarters are at
Chloride, Sierra county. The main office Is at Ottumwa, Iowa. The incorporators are Ellas D. Fair, O. L. Stad-forand Benjamin S. Phillips.

ti

Land Office Business.
Homestead Entries Jose Veners
Pad ilia, Orate, 155.75 acres. Mora
county; Walter Swerdfeger, Raton, 160
p.cres, Colfax county.
Final Homestead Entries Mannas-saGallagher, Ramah, 158.18 acres,
Valencia county; John Balok, Guam,
160 acres, McKInley county.
M. Ash-toMineral Applications--Lotti- e
of ISO Manhattan avenue. New
York City, Dora No. 1 lode. Bromide
district, Rio Arriba county; same. Pigeon 4ode, same district and same county; James P. Rinker, Tres Piedras, is
attorney In fact.
v

A SHOOT THE CHUTES

'

the trade

mark "Swamp Root" for a liquid pat
ent medicine preparation. The proper
papers were filed In the office of Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds.

J. W. 3VEA. LETTe
'

BUSINESS.

Dr. Kilmer & Co. recorded

o.

''

OFFICE

Andlmore virnrou
lito" J r,if,crnr
" &

'

of carpet value this week permit us
to present these remarkable figures,
quality considered. Nothing shopi
unm! ucrv vard at teas than real
value. Twill pay you to see these
Daraains. New patterns arriving
most, daily. . See . out comforts and- -.
blankets before buying.

h

Futrelle Furniture vCo.

West End Viaduct
Cor. Second 8treet and Gold Avenue

Frank Tomci &Bros.
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPER8
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In town vl ich employs

Best Liniment on Earth.
I. M. McMany, Greenville, Texas,
writes, Nov. 2, 1900: "I had rheumatism last winter, was down In bed six
weeks; tried everything, but got no
relief, till a friend gave me a part of a
bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment. I
uped It and got two more bottles. It
cured me and I haven't felt any rheumatism since. I can recommend Snow
Liniment to be the best liniment on
earth for rheumatism." For rheumatic, sciatic or neuralgic pains, rub In
Ballard's Snow Liniment, you will not
suffer long, but will be gratified with a
speedy and effective cure. 25c, 60c
and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy,
B. Ruppe.

first class workmen.
i niny years- experience in se
lecting the latest novelties In the
finest
Imported
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the leading cloth firms of Europs and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Winter In Mexico.
We solicit your1 patronage, genJOE GARDNER WON.
tlemen dressers. Satisfaction guar- Clay McOonagill Claims Foul in San
ar.teed or no sals.
Antonio Roping Contest.
The big roping contest In San Antonio, last week, for a purse of $1,000,
was won by Joe Gardner, of Ban
85
seconds. ' There were
sixty entries.
Clay McOonagill, the
Pecos Valley champion, who was here
v'..",;.; Ur&i
at the recent territorial fair, was entered,
and the following from the San
To-pekDepository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
a
Antonio Light probably explains why
and Santa Fe Railway Companies'.
he did not get a chance at the big
prize, as he is capable of making much
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
better time than did the winner:
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00
"Clay McOonagill, of Carlsbad, N.
M., who holds the world's championOFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
ship for roping and tying a steer, his
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flour noy, vice presirecord being 23 seconds, showed his
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
two lariats be used In yesterday's rop--H. F. Raynolds,
- A B. McMillan.
ing contest, at the Light office. It Is
MM
plain to be seen why he missed first
prize, as both of his ropes broke. He
had his steer caught In 4 seconds and
then bis rope broke. He tried again
with a second rope, and it broke and
he gave It up. He picked up the
broken ends of the ropes and closely
examined them and found the Inner
strands of both ropes had been cut partially with a small penknife. The ropes
and there is nothing in the city like the asbear the evidence and It looks greatly
like very foul play to him. His friends
sortment of leather pocketbooks. gent's
lost lots of money on him on this actraveling cases, etc., etc., that we will be
count and Clay feels very bad about it.
glad to show and quote special prices.
It Is prouable he will challenge the entire crowd for the contest on the 29th
with a thoroughly tested and carefully
examined rope."
Watch inspector A., T. & S. F.
iater Another match was arranged
for a purse of $1,000, each one to rope
and tie three steers. Clay McGonaglll
won, tying his three animals In 2:00
seconds. His bc6t time on a single
steer was 34 seconds. Jim Hopkins
won second money and Ellison Carroll,
third.

FIRST NATION AL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
.,.,
DEPOSITORY; T'

----

THERE IS NOTHING
LIKE LEATHER ....

.

T. Y. Maynard,

the Jeweler.

Still a Growing

high-grad-

Oar fancy coffee business for 1901 reached ihe snag amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to double that In 1902, and In order to do so ire are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. We are sole agents for CHASE t SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
tt prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our Si cent blend we consider equal
to the most cf the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
keep Ue very best to be had
As to teas. Everyone knows that
In

the territory.

A. J. MAL0Y, 214 V. Railroad

The grocers have Lenox Soap for
e
sale now. A most popular
laundry soap. Just fits the hand,
doesn't chap the skin or rula the
clothes. Try It.
I

Ave

Residence, Automatic 'Phone
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
lien leleptione JNo. 115.

Christmas Number of the Delineator.
To do Justice to this number, which,
for beauty and utility touches the highest mark, it woul 1 be necessary to
print the entire list of contents. It Is
sufficient to state that in It the best
writers and artists are generously represented. The book contains
ever 230 pages, with thirty-fou- r
full
page illustrations, of which twenty are
in two or more colors. The magnitude
of this December number, for which
728 tons of paper and six tons of ink
have been used, may be understood
from the fact that 91 presses running
299 fourteen hours a day, have been required to print it; the binding alone
of the edition of 915,000 copies repre-rentinover 20,000,000 sections, which
bad to be gathered individually by human hands.
g

Civil Service Positions.

The I'nited States civil service
announces that on Decemler
9 an examination will be held for the
position of chemical clerk In the bureau of chemistry, department of agriculture, salary $tioo per aunum; on December 9, for the position of medical
Interne, government hospital for the
Insane, Washington, D. C, salary $G00
com-mlsxio- n

LOCAL

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

COMHERCIAL

CLUB BUILDINO.

.

'

'

:

S
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ALBERT

Do not alwa3-- receive the sympathy and attention which
Articles of thev deserve. Their ailments are regarded as tmrelv
imazinarv. or natural and unavoidable at their time of
Incorporation.
life. Disease and infirmity should not always be associ-- 5
ated with old ajre. 1 ue eye of the gray haired grandsire-mabe a9 bright and the complexion as fair as any of ijL

LAND

Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches.
Graniteware, Unionware, Delf-warTinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee-th- e
best with premium.

1

'

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, feRArVTBUlLbfrNlS'

y

'

nil

S

Mark Recorded

ESTABLISHED 1886

Give us a

OL&.riPEOPLE

MATTERS.

wim natiimia .

Good Stood Is tho mooret of healthy oldmgo, for t regulate
and controls every part of the body, strengthens the nerves, makes the
muscles elastic and supple, the bones strong and the flesh firm ; but when
this life fluid is polluted or poisoned and loses its nutritive, health sustain,
ing elements, Mien there, is a rapid decline of the vital powers, resulting
in premature ora age and disease. Any derangement of the blood quickly
shows itself in an ulcer, sore, wart, tumor or some other troublesome
growth upon the body, and rheumatic and neuralgic pains become almost
constant, accompanied with poor digestion and cold extremities.
S. S. S. being purely vegetable, is the safest ana
best blood purifier for old people. It does not shock
or hurt the system like the 6trong mineral remedies,
but gently and thoroughly cleanses the blood and
stimulates the debilitated organs, when all bodily
ailmenta disappear. S. S. S. is just such a tonic as old people need to
improve ft weak digestion and tone tip the Stomach. If there is any hereditary taint, or the remains of some disease contracted in early life, S. S. S.
will search it out and remove every vestige of it from the system.
Write tis fully about your case and let our physicians advise and help
you. This will cost you nothing, and we will mail free our book on blood
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, Atlanta. Ga,
and skin diseases.

(

j
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for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blanket
'
House Furnishing Goods.

and

.

Tromfe Blankets.:
Now, you will need them.
the nights grow cooler. The
blanket offerings we are now
making are something no economical housekeeper can afford
to miss. In the lot ere white
and colored blankets, cotton and
down filled comforters,
bed
spreads and pillows, all offered
at aubstantial money savings.
Blankets from 60c to $15.00 a
pair.
Comforters from $1 to $12.50
each.

Men to learn barber
per annum; on Decern! er 9 and 10, WANTED
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
for position of department assistant.
experience In one month than shops
As the result of the examination to be
In one year. Abundance of practice,
held on December 9 and 10 It is expectqualified teachers, tools presented,
ed that appointments will be made eswages Saturdays, diplomas granted
pecially of elrgibles qualified In bookkeeping, finance) chemistry, civil enand positions when competent. Quick
and practical method. Our system Is
gineering, electrical engineering, agriwell known. Established In 1893.
culture, and the Spanish language, at
Branches In New Orleans, St. Louis,
salaries of $1,200 to $1,400 per annum.
- ' San Francisco, New York, Chicago,
f
The time allowed for this examination
If you want to be a barber write,
is two days of seven hours each.
Moler System Barber College RepWash day is a hard day at best.
resentative, Albuquerque, N.-Don't make It harder by using poor WANTED A girl for general housethoroughly examto have your
soap. Lenox Is a good honest soap.
work; good wages; steady employ1
1$
refraction-isined. 2 years experience
our grocer has It.
Inquire at Mrs. George
ment.
o
403
Second
North
street.
Neher's.
Aloe-Co- .,
Soon to Be Seen.
and frame fitter
WANTED Active Catholic lady to
A feast of frolic, fun and song,
work at home; $36 paid for 12 days'
Ruppe.
Louis, Mo.-W- ith
Will soon In town be seen.
trial; permanent if satisfactory.
It causes laughter, loud and long;
ChiJohn Engwall, Lakeside Bldg.,
Sad thoughts ne'er come again.
cago.
Ever we seek with strong desire
,t
,
III
Mirth, music, song and dance,
FOR SALE.
Ever for happiness aspire,
r
FOR SALE A new
More joys life to enhance.
No. 2 typewriter cheap; almost new.
Bring sister. Sweetheart, wife and
"OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
Enquire at 606 West Silver avenue.
friend, '
Each child with laughter gay.
FOR RENT.
Reserve your seats, then troubles
FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for
end,
housekeeping, and two for sleeping,
"A Wise Member" is the play.
at 113 Iron avenue, three doors from
Colombo hall, Thursday, November
Congregational church. Mrs. H. E
20.
Rutherford.
o
Death of Oanna Wingate Cobb.
FOR RENT Cozy little house, two
Ctrrbi the LmtmI
The Los Angeles Times gives a brief
Flour, Oraln
rooms, fitted for housekeeping; large
mm 4 nmrnt Bauaaftra-Stacaccount of the death of Danna Win-gat- e
!
stove; suitable for two person
cook
And
Provisions.
Cobb, which occurred in Los AnSUplearoceriea
not
room
Invalids;
shed;
and
stable
geles a few days ago. He was about
Car lata a sfMclslty.
toaa4 saaUiwMt.
for horse and buggy. 602 West Sli48 years of age, and was from Musver
avenue.
catine, Iowa. In the early days of AlFARfl AND FREIOHT WAGONS.'
buquerque Mr.' Cobb was the local FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms at
718 Kent avenue.
'
,
Railroad Avenue)
Alb qucrqua
agent of the Wells-Farg;
Express company, and resided in a nice frame cot- FOR RENT Flat of three rooms and
kHchen; modern Improvements.- Ap- tage on South Broadway near the Conply to Thomas J. Topham, Coyote
gregational church. The deceased, with
Water Bottling Works.
his wife, was a good citizen while a
'
resident of this city, and many friends FOR RENT Odd Fellows' hall, fifth
SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP fiROS A 00.
will condole with Mrs. Cobb over the
Wednesday and Saturday for dances,
r
death of her uusband.
parties, etc.
juSee A. D. Johnson,
agent.
v '
if! ,v
FOR RENT Five room, brick house
f.A
good stable and buggy house. Ap.. i r
11
la the cause of more discomfort than
ply at Rico Cafe, 111 North First at
ALBUQUERQUE,: ,
any other ailment If you eat the
NEW MEXICO
..... .A.;w! '! i:u.t
things that you want and that are good FOR RENT Nicely furnlthed front
...
r
:.
It. i
jM... ( 'rji.l
r you, you are distressed. Acker's
Apply
room.
517 West Oold avejyspepsla Tablets will make your diWe manufacture Leather Pants, Coats, Moccasins,'' Blacksmith
nue,
'
'
gestion perfect and prevent dyspepsia
'
'
Aprons, and make Angora Rugs.
and Its attendant disagreeable symp- FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
Custom Tanning of hftdes 8kin and, Furs. ' Satisfaction
do
We
toms. You can safely eat anything at
from $1.50 to $5 per week with baths.
guaranteed. We pay the highest prices for Pelts, which we .use, in
any time, If you take one of these tabThe Englewood, 205 North Second
..
making our leather goods. lets afterward. Sold by all druggists
street, Stiong block.
Don't fail to examine our exhibit at the fair.
under a positive guarantee. 25 cents.
Money refunded if you are not satls-de- FOR RENT Five room brick cottage.
Inquire at 218 South Walter street
Send to us for a free sample.
V. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo, N. Y. FOR RENT Fine furnished rooms,
J. H. O'RIelly & Co. and B. H. Brlggs
e)oa)OQO0
from $1 per week up; everything
Co.
new; near shops and new freight
ALBUQUERQUE;
depot. Antonio Trosello, 1005 South 5
CLASSIFIED ADS.
Second street.
0
m.
a 1111
y
T
Note All classified advertisements FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for KI
.
.- .
light house keeping, 522 West Railor ra'ter "liners," one cent a word for
-MANUFACTURERS OF J',! JJ
IlJ?. T
,f
road avenue. Enquire in brick part
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
Sash, Doors. Mouldings, Store Fronts.
any classified advertisements, 15 cents. FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
In order to Insure proper classification
S10 South Third street.
Office and Store Fixtures.
all "liners" should be left at this of.
Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order. ,
fice not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Mall Orders Solicited.
.,..'".
2?.vn.
PER80NAL PKOPEHTY LOANS.
DIAMONDS, watches and silver novel,
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
403
.
Y
ties at factory prices. Money refunded if not satisfactory. Send for Illustrated catalogue, free. Manhattan
On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
New York city.
Salary. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
Automatic Gaslighter,
to twelve months time Is given. IMPROVED
lights gas without mr.tches; Just imWithout delay and strictly private.
ported; sensational rarvel. Sample
VI T T
Goods remain in your possession. GET
(Incorpor&Ud)
25c, dozen $1.50. Djn't delay; get
OUR RATES before borrowing.
some today. Hamburger Oaslighter
PRIVATE OFFICES,
Co., 79 Fifth avenue, Chicago.
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
17.
TO LOAN.
Rooms S and 4 Grant Building,
esgood
Money
$5,000
on
to loan
real
305 West Railroad Avenue.
Wool, Hides,
tate security. M. E. Mickey, CromWANTED.
well building.
"
1
We handle
WANTED A good woman cook. En- ooockxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxzdoooq
T".TvHJ
K. C. Baking Powder,
quire Mrs. Frank. Highland hotel.
8
WANTED An elderly lady who will jj
Navajo Blankets,
18 IT
; "j
to the mountains.
be willing to
Curtic Canned uooJs,
Apply at once at Mrs. H. E. RutherColorado Lard and Meats.
Telephone Service
ford's. 113 Iron avenue.
WANTED Ten men in each state to
1
YOU WANTT
Houeee at
travel, tack signs and distribute samALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAS
QUICK AND RELIADLEI
ples and circulars of our goods. SalVEGAS, N. M., AND GI.OR-- I
ary $60 per m'irith; $2.75 per day for
expenses. National Soap Works.Cbi-cago- .
ETA, N. M.
THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
WANTED Light employment, office
.ND TELEGRAPH CO.
3,265 Men's and Boys' Fine Shirts
The Whitson Music company can
assistant, bookkeeping. Address R.,
are too many for any store to handle, show you first class pianos, makes that
oooDxeoooyxxxxxxxxxxxy
this office.
especially If they haven't the room for are genuine. Chickering & Sons and
WANTED Child to go out daily with
'em. But remembei- - go they must
Everett pianos, shipped direct from
'a!l on Mrs. Corbin, W.
undersigned.
TRIMBLE & CO. and
3tc for a fancy shirt Is just like Boston.
llhr Uro. ti MaumeUter
113 West Lead avenue.
Kimball ft
between Railroad and getting money from home. The Lion planus from New York.
vA.w'El) A healthy woman to care Second street,Copper
Store.
pianos from Chicago. Will
Sehatffer
tvenue
for invalid lad no housework. Call
make payments to suit customer. Call
at Gov. K. S Stover's residence, Horses and Males bought and exchangPlumbing.
and see our utoc-k- .
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
West Pailroad avenue
We hare added a plumbing departYrensfer Stablas
WANTED Manager or new branch of
Is your boy hard on stockings? Buy
ment and tin shop to our business.
our business here in Albuquerque.
When you have anything In this line a pair of our heavy ribbed, triple leg,
IN
BEST
TURNOUTS
CITY
THE
Add! ess at on e, with references, Alto be done see us about it before plac- knee and toe hose. They will last him.
fred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
ing your order. Albuquerque Hard- Price 2Je at C. May's Popular Priced
Address W. L. TRIMBLE k CO,
Ohio.
ware company.
APjurucrqje, N. M.
Shoe Store, 20S West Railroad avenue.
'
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New Mexico Towns
RATON NOTES.

Suit
Epworth League New Officer
Settled School Teacher Married.
From the Gaiette.
Mrs. Paris, of TopeVa, left for her
home after a pleasant visit with her
mother, Mrs. M. A. Dukeland.
Little George Henn'.ng had his right
hand badly crushed by a horse step
ping on it, several of the bones being
broken and the flesh badly lacerated
Mrs. Lon Cochran and baby returned from a three months' visit to relatives in Topeka. Kansas. Mrs. Cochran wag accompanied by her little sister, Maude Craig, who will spend the
winter in Raton.
At their annual meeting the
league elected the following officers for the ensuing year: S. E. Lee-mapresident: Frank Bellamy, first
Tlce president; Miss Warner, second
vice president; Mrs. Leeman, third
vice president: Miss McAbee, fourth
vice president; Miss Armstrong, set
retary; S. W. Clarke, treasurer; Miss
White, organist. The league has done
good work In the past year and hopes
for greater success this year.
In the suit of the San Miguel Na
tional Bank et al vs. Moses E. Dane
et al. a suit to partition the Horseshoe
pasture in Colfax county, the commls
sloners. W. E. Gortner. C. J. Gavin
and M. M. Dawson, reported that they
were unable to do so fairly to all par
The court then orties concerned.
dered the land sold and appointed W
E. Gortner to make the sale. This
sale was made recently and has just
been approved by the court. Charles
Springer bought the pasture for $20.

DUNBAR'S

HlSnutco

for

tlemen having bought the entire stock
of lumber, hardware and building material of Mr. Wallis.
At the dance given In the opens
house the Deming Social club was or
ganized for the season, and the following officers were elected: President
Frank L. Nordhaus; vice president. T.
A. Keith; secretary and treasurer
Wright Lawhon. Fortnightly dances
wm b gtven, notice of which will ap
pear later.
Work on the foundation for an exten- elon of the present quarters of the
Adolphl club was commenced, anci
when the building Is completed an
to elate gymnasium and bowling alley
will be added, thus making the club
one of the best equipped and most
modern club houses In the territory.

n,

with Impure
If you are troubled
blood. Indicated by sores, pimples,

headache, etc.. we would recommend
Acker's Blood E.ixer. which we sell un
der a positive guarantee. It will al
ways cure scrofulous or syphilitic poi
sons and ail blood diseases. 60 cents
and $1. J. H. O Rlelly & Co. and B. H.
Brlggs & Co.

NOVEMBER 10 1902

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

REAL

Lunch.
m

J.

ESTATE
COLUMN

Tlint is the average time
spent in a large city restauIX3J4 West Railroad Avenue.
rant by three thousand
lunchers. It takes three
hours to digest a fresh egg
NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
soft boiled; three hours to digest a boiled
apple dumpling; three noun ra uigesv
SIMON bALLIiiQ, Proprietor.
fresh roast xtf. In fact, three hours is Money to Loan on Good Real Estate
the
Security at Low Rates of
about the time required to
"ccessor to Sailing Bros.
obaverage twelve miuute lunch. The
Interest
ject o? the hasty lunch is to let the busy
tnan get back to his office work. Butis FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6 Wedding : Cake : a : Specialty
when the brain is active, the stomach
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
inactive for lack of necessary blood. The FOR RENT 1 furnished house and
desire patronage, and ws
and
indigestion,
natural consequence is
arantee firs class baking. M
to-- date; Third street.
up
stable,
dismany
to
door
indigestion opens the
First street, A'buqjerque. N.
brick, on South
FOR RENT
""indigestion is cured by the use of Dr.
month.
per
street;
$15
Fourth
brick, East Katl- Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery, FOR RENT
MELINI & EAKIN
and
stomach
of
the
diseases
cures
which
month.
avenue;
per
road
$18
nutrition,
and
digestion
of
organs
other
adobe, corner
FOR RENT
WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG ..
and enables the perfect digestion aud
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
assimilation of food,
2 rooms over San Jose
We handle everything la oar lint
It Is with heartfelt (rmtltude that I send this FOR RENT
puhliih w"h
testimonial which I wish V""
Distillers Agents
Market;
$12.
Seamy nine nd address " writes Mr. Willis
Taylor ft Willis .
man, of Washirnrtonville. Orance Co.. N. Y. "I FOR RENT House of 3 rooms, $7 per Special distributors
Kentucky
Louisville.
bad stomach trouble from childhood and suffered
month.
up. AttheBReof
N. A
Albuquerque,
with it nioreor 1cm at I grewdyspepaia.
8L,
111
K
First.
sufMy
16 I waa broken down with
FOR RENT Office, corner West Gold
fering: waa terrible. Could not eat without disavenue and Third street.
tress. Could only eat a few certain things and

(ESTABLISHED 1888.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

PIONEER BAKERY

dt

--

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REALES-TAT- E
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES . AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

1

was not able to work half the time Every thins
I tried only Rave me temporary relief My wile
finally persuaded me to try Dr. Pierce'a tfolden
Medical Discovery and 'Pleasant Pellets." I
ijibcot-err- '
took six bottles or the 'Golden Menicai
pleasant Peland two vials of Dr. Pierce's
taking
stopped
I
lets." I then felt so well that
I
medicine. Several month have passed and
anyeat
can
work,
ran do the hardest kind of
am
thing that la set before me and enjoyI it. 1ever
t7 years old and this la the first time have
been well.'

M. TIOORE

AND

MANAGER OF

E. G. Garcia & Co

FOR SALE Ranch of 120 acres, three
o
and one-hal- f
miles from the city, fine
Dealers In
land, well fenced and partly ImprovFARMINGTON.
ed. Good house 7 rooms, stable, car
Next Door to First National Bank.
From the Hustler.
riage house, etc., two wind mills, fine Sheep, Wool, Hides,
New Telephone 222.
Mrs. and Mrs. Charles F. Boettcher,
orchard, fruit of all kinds. Owner
Monday
Albuquerque,
of
arrived here
wants to sell at once.
via McKenzie's overland, and expect
Free. Dr. Pierce's Common Sense FOR SALE:
brick house and
WRITE FOR PRICES
to make this their permanent home. Medical Adviser in paper covers is sent
room;
stable, chicken
good
bath
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
stamps to
Mr. Boettcher will be employed In the free on receipt of 21 one-cehouse, wind mill and tank and plenty
only; or 31 stamps
mailing
of
expense
pay
daugh
Is
evaporator.
a
His wife
fnilt
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
volume. Address Dr. K.
d
for
Try The Citizen want columns.
ter of Thomas Neville, the upper San V. Pierie, Buffalo, N. Y.
Is a snap.
Juan rancher.'
Brick house. 8 rooms,
The Dayton, Ohio, colony will be as a building can be procured for its FOR SALE
good
bath,
stable. Lots 150x142
with
pained to learn cf tUe serious accident
Price, $1,800.
Highlands.
In
feet.
that befell Howard I. Williams, eon
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
2
000.
of Chas. I. Williams, the well known
Testimony,
A Policeman's
FIRE INSURANCE,
good, highly cultivated land, with
WHOLESALE DEALERS
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. J architect of that city. While super- N. Patterson, night policeman of
J.
etc.
alfalfa,
REAL ESTATE,
lots of fruit of all kinds,
Llnwood, east of Raton, Wednesday Intending the construction of a n w Nashua, la., writes, "Last winter I had
Good house and stable. The place
NOTARY PUBLIC.
morning, November 6, occurred the biick block, the concert floor caved In a bad cold on my lungs and tried at
Ib in a fine location, near Mountain
marriage of Hugh McKee and Miss on him and severely crushed his leg least half a dozen advertised cough
CROMWUXL BLOCK.
ROOMS
Road; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
Laura Llnwood. The ceremony was below the hip. The chances are good medicines and had treatment from
Telephone 174.
Automatic
cheap.
property; will be sold
performed by Rev. S. Magill. The however, for a speedy and permanent two physicians without getting any
to
brick house.
FOR SALE Fine
bride was elegantly gowned; the recovery,
hpneflt. A friend recommended Foley's
Fourth street; bath room;
groom wore conventional black. After
me surveying corps unaer cnarga Honey Rnd Tar and two thirds of a bot North
lafitiatT nl (!
kJ y .
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
.. ,..', I . .11.
ipl
v
i
the ceremony the bridal party and of Mr. Carpenter, engaged in locating tie cured me. I consider It the greatest
I? f
jifcrfi kii'H KN;ust
'ii
run
walks.
guests partook of a sumptuous repast the line between Colorado and New cough and lung medicine In the world."
f
WE CARRY THE LARGEST 8TOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
FOR SALE 2 lots, Gold avenue, near
that had been prepared. The' bride Mexico, made camp recently at the Alvarado Pharmacy.
m.j 4vs5,
.. It
tv?('r
Albun'n
street;
includes
corner
I
Third
i,r H.tn Hufl w.n.iri-- i ft
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE 80UTHWEST. OR.
has been one of our most successful Elliott dinner station, where they will
0
querque planing mill.
teachers for a number of years. She remain for several weeks. The outfit
Lf
LAS CRUCES.
DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
Jk
i.ule
N
JI HrrnrFOR SALE Fine place, South Broad
v
Is a young lady of much personal consists of eighteen men, thirty-fivwind
way;
with
3
150x142
feet;
ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'8 ST.
GIVEN
lots,
charm and of lovely disposition and head of stock. Buke Maupin is a From the Citizen.
mill and tank; good house, stable,
estimable qualities. The groom Is one member of the party and expects to Captain Smith, who was ill. Is able
KEG
AND BOTTLED BEER.
WOMEN.
AND
LOUIS
MEN
chicken houses, alfalfa, good garden,
Use HI C for unnatural
of Raton's leading business men. The be with them all winter.
The new to be about again.
ritschftrffea.intlaniniaUinna.
la 1 to
etc. Look at this property.
r.
of the couple Is attested by line Is about two chains north of the
, popularity
rritatiun) or ulrmaiioni
A man was caught by a belt at the
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
of tn ti conn membranes.
i I. itrlct.r.
many elegant and useful gifts and sin old line.
Modoc mill and was badly hurt.
riMiiw leamiaia.
Piinlau ind mi it atatnn.
boarding
house.
lodging
good
and
cere, cordial expression of warm
cent or
177 ITHEtVANSLHEMICaLUO.
Archbishop Pedro Bourgade, of San7 rooms,
of
house
eiMCtNKAH.OTll
SALE
Fine
Bold by Dranlila,
FOR
Thc
wfuhoa tn Mr nnrl Mri MnYfo
Worm Destroyer.
ta Fe, was here on a visit to Father
or sent in nintn wrapper.
with oath room, furnished; in Highby
happy couple left rn No. 7 for Los An
White's Cream Vermifuge, not only Lassalgne.
iprM, prepaid, fur
91 .00. or 8 bottles
.70.
lands; splendid location; trees, stageles and other California points kills worms, but removes the mitcus
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Circular
107 and 109 8. First Street,
tent on reuuatt.
Mrs. Tracy, of Deming, spent a very
ble, lawn, etc. ' Price, $3,000; terms,
jrhere they will spend the winter.
and slime. In which they build their pleasant day with her little daughter,
cash $50., balance on Installments
nests; it brings, and quickly, a healthy Mary, who is a pupil at the academy.
:
by the month, at 6 per cent interest,
What's the secret of happy, vigorous condition of the body, where worms
Harry Lane, the popular custom
paid.
until
health? Simply keeping the bowels, cannot exist; 25c at Cosmopolitan! house official of El Paso, was here on
FOR SALE 2 lots, corner Sixth and
the stomach, the liver and kidneys Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
h vnsit to his brother,. Dr. B. E. Lane
Lead avenue; $450.
o
strong and active. Burdock Blood Bit
G
Mrs. Lillie Ward, wife of Pedro
SALE Fine brick house of 12
207 West Gold Avanua,
LORDSBURG.
ters does It.
de la Lama, died in Phoenix, Arizona FOR
rooms and bath room; electric lights,
Mrs. de la Lama was a native of
From the Liberal.
and all modern Improvements, In a
HILLSBORO.
ra member of the Rue
A
8
MIbs Lillie Wilson, of Llano. Texas, La Mesilla and
fine location. Price, 6,500.
family.
les
is visiting her sister, Mrs. John
adobe house on
From the Advocate.
FOR SALE
corner of Fifth street and Slate aveIt Is said that the Philadelphia Min
PRESCRIPTIONS I
Parasites Cause All Hair Troubles
E. W. Ulmer, who had charge of the
nue. This house Is modern built and
ing and Milling company will soon re
s
of
the
diseases
of
the
Eagle
sume work on their valuable mines at dry goods department of the
will be sold at a bargain.
by VrMe
Drug Mercantile company, and left for scalp and hair are caused
Andrews.
FOR SALE The Kimball place, on f W,
dis-eC00L'
5
S
this
2' 1
of
Importance
The
Mutual Telephone 143.
serins.
house;
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
Austin Crawford, one of Chloride's Tombstone a few months ago, return- - covery
e
by Professor Unna of the
'
pressure
K
I
No
again
on
A
took
r
of
Ratalni
and
week
water.
city
the first the
old time citizens, now a resident of Al
fine trees, hedges, stable;
hospital, Hamburg. Germany, can
X
V BIpeorBack.
J
Severest
M
of the dry goods department.
Albuquetque
buquerque, is stopping in Chloride for
Price, $2,250.
"
Railroad Avenue,
f
'
:3
J
Hernia
J XfonnderMmpa.
a t iDiap
J
not.
thp
lie
overesuiuaieu.
nmalHenr nf
"f""""
on tvV . ,
lot
and
house
$1,000,
a few weeks.
SALE
FOR
I
with
moves.
tiever
ComforU
'ft
even
of
the
preparations,
ordinary
hair
R. B. Wood, general manager for North American' Mining company.
Third street, between Tijeras road
expensive character fail to cure
and Marquette avenue; good locathe Oliver Mining company, Is back writes the Liberal that he expects to most
because they do not, and
from a trip to Magdalena and Socor arrive in Lordsburg in a few weeks, dandruff;
tion for business.
they can not kill the dandruff germ
and spend the winter here pushing rrkn
brick house
ro.
FOR SALE Fine
npAiiapailnn
tn
wnrlll
thA
VIM
.
,
.
- nronprtlea
of postofflce; will be sold Wh.. GOETTirsw
.,i no. uinj ...no.. . ,,.1:...
Dr. F. I. Given received word this work on the nnmnanva
south
!
wo, Proprleeoru
uu.
tnai positively ueeiruya me uauui
cheap.
week that his son, Guy, who Is at the feouth of town.
up
wi
ul
mat.
.i.
irarruw
parasites
In
family
John McCabe and
, came
Agricultural and Mechanical college at
FOR SALE Beautiful location near
HT ...
i
i
All kinds ot Fresn Meats handled.
thn Anin.oa iaBt wooU Mr Mc scales canea Bcun or aunui uu, IB nc
park, with 75 feet iront, large house Kansas inaUng a specialty
Mesilla Park, had a fall from a tree
ne
to
its
addition
Herplclde.
In
M'ro's
for
vote,
stayed
left
to
then
all
room
and
Cabe
12
and
rooms with bath
aud was quite severely Injured.
of
germ ne.p.cu
Dr. Given was called to Kingston to ttle northern part of the territory to stroying me aanurun
modern improvements, at a bargain, 1882
1902
a
nair
iu.v
aengnuui
is
also
put
ureiuB.
on his
- - ' .
$5,500.
attend John Baldheimer, who Is seri huv a few dozen bulls to
,i . , ,1
as
silk.
ulossy
soft
and
inir
the hair
SALE Beautiful corner near the
ously ill with apoplexy. He was found ranch.
FOR
sample
to
stamps
for
Harry Hawley, who was here a few Send 10 cents in
"
park, on West Copper avenue, good
on the ore dump at his mine where
-A
tf"1
Herniclde Co., Dept. "F," Detroit,
brlcK -- ouse, with all modern imSola d cents fo casino and Ois brand
he had evidently laid for several hours weeks ago, visiting his sister, Mrs. R. The
Canned Goods. Dealers In
provements and will be sold cheap.
in an unconscious condition. At last M. Kedzie. went from here to Los Mich.
urlck house near
FOR SALE
accounts he was in a precarious state Angeles, where he was taken sick.
Citizen,
Dally
the
for
Subscribe
and Fancy Groceries
Staple
The diB- shops, with good stable and other Imo
The American-Spanisbaiie given He went to the hospital.
214
South Second street.
and
fever,
typhoid
to
proved
be
fcy the republicans last Friday, under
provements, on a corner; will be sold
CARLSBAD.
HUlsboro Cretmery Butter Best on
at a bargain.
the management of Col. A. W. Harris. Wednesday came the word that he
oaru
Major Marlot end J. W. Honslnger, was dead. He was a bright young man From the Argus,
FOR SALE Some fine lots on South
Free dellvory.
solicited.
was well attended by both the Spanish about 19 years old, and his untimely
Edith street, near the Second ward Orders
Work Is progressing rapidly on the
new Smith block, the walls being al
school.
and Americans of this place. The mu death was sad.
The Independent reports that School ready up and the roof being put on FOR SALE Fine brick bouse near
sic was good and the enchilada supper
Superintendent White has reestablish It will be ready for occupancy about
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
a decided success.
ed the school at Hachlta. There have December 1.
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
' Cut this out and take It to any drug been so few school children In the disMoody Harworth and wife lift for FOR SALE Two houses and lots on
each has 5
gist and get a free sample of Chamber trict no school was kept and the dis- a visit to the former's old home In east
West Lead avenue;
lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets, the trict abolished. A petition for the re- - Tenuesseo. They will be gone about
rooms. In good repair. Price, $2,500.
frame house on
best physic. They cleanpe and Invlgor es,tal,liHhment of the district was sign- a month. This is the first time Moody FOR SALE
The hs been home since 1890 and his
ate the stomacn, improve the appetite ed by every man at Hachlta.
North Fifth street; $1,000; good
end regulate the bowels. Regular size trbcol will be held at the new town of wife's first visit to his people,
Hachlta, and will commence as soon
Major L. Martini Mancini, the well FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
25c per box.
o
known and popular Military Institute
West Coal avenue; also some good
DEMING.
ranches for sale.
inttructor. foreswore allegiance to the
CHILDREN'S HOME.
King of Italy last week before Judge FOR SALE Easy payments, $3u0; 60- Headlight.
From the
When you want to buy Flour and Bran: cr want to Bell
McMillan, and is now a full Hedged
A Well Run Place.
foot lot and adobe house near shops.
C. A. Ament has returned to Faira
is
past
record
HiB
Wayne,
Wneat, write 10 , ,
lodging
and board
American citizen.
FOR SALE $2,750,
At a children's home In Fort
banks. Arizona, after a pleasant so Ind., they have entirely abandoned sufficient guarantee tlmt he will make
cenand
location
good
a
ing
in
BELEN, N. M.
house
Proprietor.
JOHN BECKER,
journ with bis family here last weeki coffee liecause of the bad cfTect of it.
useful, loyal one.
trally situated, near depot and shops.
new
on
the
resumed
bas
been
Work
Owing to delicate health A. A. Bee-ma- FOR SALE
new brick house
Mrs. M. B. Gorsline, who is the ma
Clark building, and the carpenters are
resigned his place in the
has
60x142 feet;
grand
Biiccess.
Highlands.
Lot
with
meeting
in
is
tron
busily engaged on the second story of
years ago to First National bank, and his place is
PUMPS,
$1,000.
four
compelled
was
She
tbis handsome structure.
use of coffee and after taken by Frank Bell, who has been FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
AND WINDMILLS,
TANKS
the
discontinue
Naco.
for
left
Blackford
H.
Mrs. J.
experiments concluded here some months with his mother for
avenue and Seventh street.
METAL FENCING, HITCH
Arizona, at which place she will In the making several
Mr. Beeman will spend FOR SALE
her
health.
used
brick house; lot
bill
has
and
filled
the
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
Postum
that
future reside. Mr. Blackford Is chief It ever since.
work
Mall Orders Receive Prompt Attention
most of bis time in
50x142 feet: $1,500.
to FOR SALE
clerk for the railroad on the American
Albuquerque
for
left
SecHe
chilhereafter.
North
house,
of
family
of
a
charge
She has
Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Hatching
fde.
22 to 30 and attend the convention of New Mexico
2 lots for $1,100.
FIRST
street;
BETWEEN
AVENUE,
numbering
LEAD
from
ond
dren
Albuqueraue Nw Melc.
Pinney Burdick came in from the
SOI North Firt Street
with
AND SECOND STREETS.
us: "I give Postum Coffee free- Haptlbts, and he is slated for an ad FOR SALE Brick house,
nil ranch with a bunch of cattle. He writes
bargain.
ss
a
drt
608.
at
2
postofflce,
children
Telephone
lots,
south
The
all.
Automatic
at
coffee
no
rpDorts conditions In that section flour ly, using
A wire from C. B. Eddy to C. H. Mc FOR SALE
frame house on
well; we have had no sickishing, plenty of calves being branded are alwaystwo years, except such as Lenathen announced the death. In New corner South Edith street; $1,300.
ness
Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
for
T.
and the stock generally in nne conui they contract at 6hool like whooping York City, of his mother. Mrs. Sarah FOR SALE Fine property close In;
and Q rain.
tion.
brick house and stable, modern Imfl muous at M. Eddy. Mrs. Eddy was of advanced
nnflna t
Billy Sprague, the popular prescrlp
great
and
culture
woman
of
age.
a
of
fruit,
and
lots
alfalfa,
provements;
Imported French and Italian
tacks 'no fevers, no skin diseases. The
was well Known
tion clerk at the Aquarium saloon, re children
wind mill and tank; will be sold
DEALERS IN
are all plump and in good attainments. She New
Qoods.
being
York,
ceived a very flattering offer from Col
cheap.
Clear complexions, no sal- throughout central
V. F. Cody to accompany the great condition.
and
educational
12
various
rooms.
in
Interested
house,
Lodging
MODORS.
as
AND
SALE
FOR
GROCERIES
Solo agenta lor 5an Antonio Urn.
muddy looking faces, such
'
Wild West show on its coming tour of low or
AVfcN'.' a.
philanthropic work. Many friends at
20
WEST RAILROAD
Good location; cheap.
result froru the use of coffee. We al- Carlsbad offer their heartfelt sympa.
Europe as one of its crack marksmen. ways
.
U.
UQUteRQUt.
rrse dallTsrx to al 1 parts of the city.
make Postum strictly according
Clements c Givens will now be the
thy to the Eddy brothers and Mrs.
and
147.
pleasure
gives
Ta!ephoss
wants
best.
are
tae
it
and
Ill 116, iit North Third Bt7M
The
directions
Cititen
of
to
business
name by which the lumber
Fox, the surviving children.
W. C. Wallis will be known, these gen- health to all."
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Instead of being advance guards of
civilization are representatives of the
dark ages, and therefore not entitled
to any consideration.
It is likely that the coming meeting
Is the fate of sufferer from dyspepsia and Indigestion
If your food remains undigested it can't build up the will decide to make the aggregate anbody. In fact, It does actual damage by decaying la the nual gatherings of the association
stomach and poisoning the system. ,
three In number Instead of four, and
provide that the places of meeting
Digests
shall be selected by a
vote.
arrangements lor 1903 will be
What You Eat. Ctergy
under consideration, together with sevKodol Is the sensible remedy. By digesting what yon eral Important matters.
eat it strengthens the body and at the same time rest
the stomach. This rest soon restores perfect health.
Physicians Prescribe. It
Cathartics and stimulants only reach the symptoms.
Many broad minded physicians preFive years ajro a dlwawi the doctors called dyspepsia took snch a hold on me that 1 could scribe Foley's Honey and Tar, as they
have never found so safa and reliable
tooa quantities or pepsin ana omer medicines, but nothing helped
crceiy (to.
As
crowning mani grasps at a straw I grabbed at Kodol. I felt an Improvement at once, me.
and art! a remedy for throat and lung troubles
a fw bottles am sound and well.
Gborgb 8. Marsh, Attorney-at-LaNocona, Tex.
as this great medicine. Alvarado
Pharmacy.
The tt bottle contains
times as mach (acta al measurement) as the
site which sells for 50c
o
Prepared by E C. PeWltt ft Co.. Chicago. Bold by trial
all dealers.
IN ABSOLUTE CONTROL.
soothing-- , healing application for pile, core an
pcwnrs wiici nazci suve akla
tnwsrs ox connterieita
Power to Control Rock Island Vested
J. H. O'RIELLY & CO.. AND B. H. BRIGKiS & CO
in Four Men.
With the Issuance of the new Rock
SEC
Island company stock now going on
four men have absolutely fixed their
control of the Rock Island system,
one of the largest and most promising
in the country and the west. The four
men are W. H. and J. H. Moore, WilEngineer Patterson Is back at work In the art of the four suits and Indulge liam Leeds, and D. G. Reld.
This control Is fixed through the
again after a short lay off.
In a social rome occasionally without
terms
printed on the stock certificates,
Conductor W. C. Hurt has returned the use of chips.
are being Issued by the Central
The proposition to Increase the 2,000 which company
from a brief sojourn at Kansas City
and accepted by share'
Trust
Interchangeable
mileage
mile
ticket
and other eastern cities.
They provide In plain lanholders.
now
by
in use
tho Western Passenger guage
Mrs. Thomas Stewart, wife of the
that the control of the board of
well known engineer on the Arizona & association roads to 3.000 miles has directors of the company, being a ma
buby
mileage
been
voted
down
the
New Mexico road, died In El Paso the
jority, shall be elected by votes of the
other day, where she had been In the reau, and the Western Passenger as- preferred stockholders. The preferred
sociation struck the subject from the stock Is principally
hospital.
owned by these
Mrs. Kennedy, wife of Chief En- docket.
four men. In response, to criticism,
gineer Kennedy, of the Santa Fe Centhe provision that the management of
One Minute Cough Cure
tral, arrived at Htllsboro. She Is the Is the only
cough
cure that the company might buy and sell Its
Darmlesa
guest of Mrs. W. S. Hopewell at the gives
But
quick relief. Cures coughs, colds, own securities was eliminated.
Animas ranch.
cfoup, bronchitis, whooping cough, the control of the board tnrough the
Senator W. H. Andrews and Hon. W. pneumonia, asthma, la grippe, and all preferred stock has not been changed
S. Hopewell, prominent officials of the
the certificates show.
chest and lung troubles. I got as Out
Santa Fe Central and , Albuquerque throat,
of the old capitalization 95 per
by rain, says Oertrudde E. Fen-nesoaked
Eastern railroads, went to Santa Fe
cent has been deposited to exenange
sea
Ind.,
Muncie,
contracted
and
Saturday night.
vere cold and cough. I failed rapidly; for the new securities, and It would
appear that the stockholders are not
The new time cards have arrived lost 48
lbs. My druggist recommendand will soon be distributed among the
Minute Cough Cure. The first dissatisfied with the provisions of the
railroad men entitled to them. There ed Onebrought
Issue. The acceptance of stock
bottle
relief; several cured new
are few changes except that the Cali- me. I am
my old weight, 148 has finally settled the matter.
to
back
fornia limited will be In dally service
lbs. One Minute Cough Cure cuts the
If you are bilious and seeking advisafter the 10th.
phlegm, relieves the cough at once, ers,
R. B. Miller, an old time Santa Fe
out Inflammation, cures croup.
Take DeiWtt's Little Early Risers,
conductor, who left New Mexico In draws
Just before going to bed.
1893 and had not been back since 1895, An Ideal remedy for children. J. H.
O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
You will find on the morrow,
when he passed through on his way to
You are rid of your sorrow
Mexico, is now in Las Vegas for a few
Rock Island officials announce tlje
That's all; Just enough said.
days, shaking hands with old friends. coming of
the crown prince of Slam,
These famous pills dp nto gripe,
The Brotherhood of Railroad Train- Maha Vajiravudh, who passed through
men will give a masquerade ball on Topeka yesterday afternoon at 2:10 move the bowels gently and eas;
New Year's eve at Needles. They are o'clock on his transcontinental trip. cleansing the liver. Their tonic effect
making elaborate preparatlons-fo- r
the He travels by special train and will be gives strength to the glands, preventing a return of the disorder.
J. H.
event and It will undoubtedly be one handled by the Rock Island
from Kanof the events of the season. A large sas City to Colorado Springs, thence O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
assortment of costumes will be on over the Santa Fe to Pueblo, thence
WOULD NOT BE BLUFFED.
hand for rent for several days previous via Albuquerque to the coast.
to the ball.
The Santa Fe Refuse to Yield to Beef
A Thanksgiving Dinner,
Trust's Threats.
Cured of Piles After 40 Years.
Heavy eating Is usually the first
Mr. C. Haney, of Geneva, Ohio, had cause of Indigestion. Repeated
The
Southern
Pacific has renewed
the piles for forty years. Doctors and Inflame the mucous membranes attacks
lining Its contract with Armour & Co. to use
dollars could do him no lasting good. the stomach, exposes the nerves of the Armour refrigerators for another three
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured him stomach, producing a swelling after years. The Santa Fe declares it will
permanently.
Invaluable for cuts, eating, heartburn, headache, sour
s not renew its contract and Is proceedburns, bruises, sprains, lacerations, ecand finally catarrh of the stomach. ing with plans to get all the refrigerazema, tetter, salt rheum, and all other Kodol relieves
the Inflammation, pro- tor cars it can. These two roads re
tt
skin diseases. Look for the name
tects the nerves and cures the ca- cently announced they would not re
on the package all others are tarrh. Kodol cures Indigestion, dys- new their contracts with Armour &
cheap, worthless counterfeits.
J. H. pepsia, all stomach troubles by cleans- Co. because they said the packing com
O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. Briggs & Co.
ing and sweetening the glands of the panies held a practical monopoly over
J. H. O'Reilly & Co.; B. H. railroads In the refrigerator car ser
The Santa Fe railway reading room stomach.
vice. The packing house merger would
Briggs & Co.
is availed of by many outside of emmake the monopoly absolute, and place
ployes of the company. Of course the
The following item from the Chicago the railroads at the mercy of the packroom and its appurtenances are much Record-Herald- ,
describing the Inci- ers. When the declaration was made
restricted since the fire but still it is a dents ol General Manager P. S.
Armour & Co. said tney would organs
peat and cozy place. The number of
death, will Interest many Carls- ize a company for the buying and
volumes in the library Is between 40o bad friends:
"'Before he died, and transportation of California fruit, so
and 500. This literature embraces fic- conscious that the end was near, P. S. that their cars would not have to be
tion, history, science, arts, etc. There Blodgett, general manager of the Lake Idle. This announcement brought the
are papers there received dally from Shore railroad, made all arrangements Southern Pacific to terms.
New York, Chicago, Kansas City,
for his own funeral. He selected the
A
Albuquerque and other Impor- passages from the Bible
Attack of Croup Cured.
to be read and "LastViolent
tant cities. These papers are not do- the songs for
winter
an Infant child of mine
service. The funeral
nated but are subscriled for regularly. was held attheCalvary Presbyterian had croup In a violent form," says El
A pack of cards grace the center table
John W. Rogers, a Christian EvanThursday afternoon at 2 der
showing that the "boys" are educated church onTelegrams
gelist, of Fllley, Mo. "I gave her a few
o'clock.
of condolence
have come to his family in large num- doses of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
bers and a large gathering of promi- and in a short time all danger was past
the child recovered." This remedy
nent railroad men attended the obse- and
not only cures croup, but when given as
quies."
soon as the first symptoms appear, will
Foley's Honey and iar always stops prevent the attack. It contains no
the cough and heals the lungs. Refuse cplum or other harmful substance and
May be given as confidently to a baby
substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.
as to an adult. For sale by all druggists.
E. F. Cost, freight traffic manager
Bright' Disease and Diabetes of the Big Four road, has resigned and An American railway engineer who
the office abolished. George H. Ingalls, has Just been placed on the pension
Are Positively Curable.
the son of President M. E. Ingalls, has list has one of the most remarkable
been appointed general freight agent records of any locomotive engineer In
consecutive
and will have charge of the traffic af- tho world. For forty-twBefore the business men who Incorporated the fairs of the road. There Is some criti- years he has kept an account of the
Fulton Compounds invested they put them to cism of. President Ingalls for promot- miles he has traveled.
The total
the test in dozens of cases. Hearing that B. ing his son
over the heads of other amount Is 1,402,297 miles. Had his
M. Wood, the editor and proprietor of The Wine
engine always headed in the same di
and Spirit Review, of &0 Montgomery Bt., had traffic men on the line. George Ingalls
a certain case of Blight's DUeae, be watt one of has been assistant general freight rection he would have circumnavigated
thMe urged to test it. The lollowlng letter will
the globe fifty six and a half times.
agent for only a year.
uow be understood :

ME)!,

two-thir-

It can't help but do you good.

t Railroad Topics

r,

rls-ng-

De-Wi-

Blod-gett'-

To-pek- a,

A CITY

EDITOR

o

'

office Wine and Spirit Review.
"W0 Montgomery St., Sao Francisco,

A Startling Surprise.
There Is no cough medicine so popuVery few could believe In looking at
lar as Folev's Honev and Tar. If rnn.
tains no opiates or poisons and never A. T. Hoadley, a healthy, robust blacksmith of Tilden, Ind., that for ten years
fans to cure. Alvarado Pharmacy.
urlsi
he suffered such tortures from RheuDUDDHISTS WANT RATES.
matism as few could endure and l!ve.
Pagan Missionaries Desire to Travel But a wonderful change followed his
taking Electric Bitters. "Two bottles
on Clergy Permits.
wholly cured me," he writes, "and I
At the regular meeting of the Transcontinental Passenger association to have not felt a twinge in over a year."
lie held In Topeka November 18, the They regulate the Kidneys, purify the
passenger representatives will have to blood and cure Rheumatism, Neuraldecide the status of Buddhist mission- gia, Nervousness, improve digestion
aries when traveling in me United and give perfect heaun. Try them.
States. The question to be determined Only 50c at all drug stores.
is, are Buddhist missionaries entitled
RAILROAD
TIME TABLES.
privileges on the railroads
to half-raton the ground that they are ministers Genius Who Can Arrange to Be Underof the gospel, clergymen. Christian
stood by Public Yet to Be Born.
The genius to arrange a railroad
that Hr'eht's Disease missionaries or religious workers?
Medical works asm
s
per
but
Ircurable,
i
and Kmi tes are
has been made, it Is under-ttoo- time rani, or time table, so that it may
cut are
positively recovering uuder the Fulton t'oui- by several of the Buddhist mis- l e readily, easily and , curately underpounds. (IVeiuiun forms of kidney complaint t
offer but short resistance.) sionaries for clergy certificates, and stood ly the occasional
ami rbeumuTi-traveled is not
1'riee, il or Hie Hright's Uieue aci ti.im for'
the IiibIm'IIc 4imound. John i. Fulton Co., the employes of the clergy bureau did yet boin, says tin? New York Press.
ju sjontgotuery street. Ban r rsnclsio. sole not know what to do with the applicaPerhaps he will be made. But no mateunipounne;. t ree tests made lor patients.
tions. Some of the passenger men to ter how much the patron of a road may
Aseacripuve panipuiet maueu ire.
whom an appeal was made asserted be mystified the management takes
Albuquerque.
that the Buddhists are heathens, and particular pains to supply a special

"Kept. Kl, IM)I.
"Gentlemen : I consider It my duly to tell
the world what the Hi ion Compounds did in
my case, la Noveuilier, IKK, after s long
hlcu carried me to the verve ol the
grave, I si'ientitio
by the iuohI soled
anals . in thin eity ium l thit I
n vicMy physician loldme
tim of (right's
"!! nope lay In a strong constitution
thai aluy
and change to a wa.m clime. He suggested
bauta Huruuru, and I went there, having tullea
pounds to legs than lftj in a short time,
from
Duriug niv abwuc in the south a San Frun.
Cisco buKiueoM man called upua uiv wile, and
told ber of the Fulton Compound; that it wax
actually curing Hrwbt's Disease, and urged
that 1 try it. I began under protest. I Moon
felt better. Nonaal sleep leturned. and in a
few months I r. gained mv health. 1 now weigh
SS
poumls, slid enjoy better health than I nave
li r ui ii
enr. Nuturully i told kevera)
friends, and in every iiiKlsnce the results were
the same, evt-- where Uey had boef suffering
for ye;tr. The world ought to lunw tbut
Hright's l'iieu.ti U at ium curable, end arprt
ciut )n' mv so n total fortune, 1 will to gluu t
to interested partfea.
give
K. M. Wooo "
I

lre.

e
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card "for the government and Information of employes only." This table Is
so simple that a child can understand
it. The second page usually contains a
table showing the rate of speed required per mile for a train to travel a
given number of miles In an hour. It
sfarts at fifteen miles en hour, which
Is four minutes to the mile, and goes
as high as 100 miles an hour, or a mile
seconds, and shows 200
In thirty-sisubdivisions.
This card gives locations of regular
water stations, yard limits, situations
of standard clocks, maximum speed of
freight trains between different towns,
what days are holidays, speeds
at which trains may cross bridges at
various hours and a list of all stations
and trains. It Is likely, of course, that
were similar cards furnished to the
traveling public there would be no
abatement of fool questions. Besides,
It Is not to the Interest of a railroad
company to take the public too entirely into Us confidence.
A Liberal Offer.
The undersigned will give

NOVEMBER 10, 1902
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A. BR1TANA
Jim Damps moved on the first of
May.
His household goods all went astray.

teapot, frying-pa- n
The bread-boWere lost within the moving van.
we eat f " wailed wife
"Whats
to him.
Why, 'Force, of coarse," cried
Sanny Jim."

General

Groceries and
Provisions

Fancy

x,

ttj

tvjtrwCKitisvn,'
VrSST CLAM 8TOSJCT

'

tjpp

r

St

923 S. Second

Albuquerque

JJQSBESHBSnl

Time Tables

JRailr

" Force "

Merchandise

:

Is queen of the May.

OtfO

tweet, crls Bakes ef wheat eat saalt.

J:Vl

The

a

Cereal

Get Threaaa Ike Bay Witheat It,
"Onr town usee eonsMershle Force Food.
We think we eouldnt pet throng the dsy with
(Has.) F. P. Ssibolo."
out it

Cealaa'l

Ha Cffect June

a free
sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
S5
Liver Tablets to any one wanting a rv
llab.e remedy for disorders of the stomach, biliousness or constipation. This
DEMING.
is a new remedy and a good one. All ager of the Colorado, which office has
been abolished for the office of gendruggists.
eral superintendent, now filled by W. A Few Pointers About a Good Town in
E. Morse. F. E. Hayne was elected
Southern New Mexico.
PAUL MORTON PRESIDENT.
treasurer and Ueorge H. Crosby, assistKeen your ye on Demlna.
Harrlman Said to Want Him for South ant secretary.
Pernlng baa lust been incorporated.
ern Pacific.
Demlnrf. the coming city ot New
"Little colds" neglected thousands Mexico.
Since It became known that Presl
Demlcg has a magnificent school
dent Harrlman, of the Southern Pacific of lives sacrificed every year. Dr.
Intended to resign, there has been Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures little system
Demlng. the railroad center ot New
much speculation as to who the new colds cures big colds, too, down to
fexloo,
president would be. Several prominent the very vergo of consumption,
Demlnsr. the gateway to the beat
o
railroad men In the west have been
art of Old Mexico.
ONE
FOR
FARE
CHRISTMAS.
mentioned in this connection, but who
Dem.ng! Dont overlook It if yorj
the new man will be cannot be said for Santa Fe Announces Low Rate for are looking for a sale and paying Investment
certain until the chairman of the
Holiday Travel.
Demlng. the seat of the n.w county
board officially announces Mr. Hani-man'- s
Is announced by the Santa Fe pas- of Luna.
It
successor.
senger department that a one fare rate
Demicg Is toe great mining
ntei
In talking to an El Paso Herald man will
be made to all points within 200 of the southwest.
a prominent El Paso man who Is in a
Deming water is chemically pure-eq-ual
Christmas holidays. The
position to know a good deal on the miles for the go
to Polac Springs.
will
24
on
sale
December
tickets
subject, said:
temlng has Increased 60 per cent. In
25. They will also be on sale Deand
population in four years.
"I am certain Paul Morton, vice
31 and January 1. The final reDeming water and pure ozone make
president of the Santa Fe, stands as cember
on
turn
limit
all
Janstrong
these
is
tickets
and healthy people.
good a show as any man to get the
uary 2.
Investments In Deminf lots win
presidency of the Southern Pacific sysdoubW
and treble in one year.
Last year the railroads made a one
tem. If he wants it. He Is In very close fare
Deming baa now a large tee plant
rate for holiday travel and It provtouch with Mr. Harrlman, both person- ed to be a
electric light system under consuccessful venture. Usually and
ally and in a business way, and I be
tract
rates are slightly higher than one
In Deming the-- aemand for rental
lieve Mr. Harrlman has asked him if the
fare.
houses is five times in excess of the
he would accept the position."
supply.
Diphtheria relieved In twenty minDeming has an abundance of water
The Best Remedy for Diarrhoea.
utes. Almost
Dr. Thomas' tor Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
"Some years ago, while at Martins-burg- , Eclectrlc Oil. miraculous.
gardens.
At any drug store,
W. V., I was taken with cholera
Buy lots and build In Deming. Tour
o
by
morbus, which was followed
diar
E. M. Qulnlan, wife and child were rental returns will be 20 per cent on
rhoea. The doctor's medicine did me visitors for a few hours this morning the investment
co good. I was advised to get a bot In the city. They were on their way
to In Deming good sale loans can tx
tle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera Helper. Utah, after a pleasant visit had at better rate than in the old ea
and Diarrhoea Remedy, which I did, with relatives In San Marcial. Mr. tabllshed towns.
In Doming you can buy lets for f 100
and it cured me sound and well. G. A. Qulnlan Is a conductor on the Rio
rhich will pay you 100 per cent I teas
Morris, Embreevllle, Pa. Sold by all Grande Western, and was formerly a than
twelve months.
druggists.
In Deming another good hotel la
conductor on the Santa Fe. He has
many friends In the city, who were seeded to accommodate the enormous
TOO MANY TICKETS.
glad to shake hands with the popular increase of population.
Deming is a great health resort
conductor
that once made Albuquerque bsa no superior
1,200
on
Over
Denver Brokers Have
In climate for the cure
headquarters.
his
Hand Unsold.
of nuimonary troubles.
Deming will be tne great smelter
It is said by the various ticket brok
Jick headacne aosoiutely
perma- center. Two large plants
will be iners of Denver that over 1,200 tourists' nently cured by using MoklandTea.
a
within the year.
tickets expiring will leave numbers of pleasant herb drink. Cures constipa- stalled
buy high priced lots when you
people stranded In Denver with no tion and Indigestion, makes you eat, canWhy
get them cheap In Deming now,
means of paying board bills and other sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction witn certain advance assured 7
guaranteed or money back 25c and
necessities.
Agricultural lands In Deming are on
Write to W. H. Hooker
Co.. Buf- surpassed for fertility, production of
The people had left their tickets to 60c.
N. Y., for free sample. J. H.
falo,
iruiia and vegetables of all kinds.
be sold and counted on using the O'Rlelly tt Co.
and B. H. B'lggs
Deming I Have you been there? If
money resulting from the sales, but Co.
not, you should get there for the big
on account of the over supply of ticale of lou on the 17th of this montn.
kets, the 1,200 were not disposed of,
ORIENT OFFICERS.
Deming orfera the sarue opportuni
leaving the owners with neither tic
now mat tne moat prosperous
ties
Elected at a Meeting Held In K ansae cities in the wen offerua several yean
kets or money.
City.
as"Years of suffering relieved In a
ueming neeas one Hundred new
Edward Dickinson, the new general
night. Itching piles yield at once to manager of
houses to supply the demand, and
Kansas
City,
the
Mexico
ft needs them now. This demand conthe curative properties of Doan's Oint- Orient railroad, was elected
third vice tinues to grow.
ment. Never falls. At any drug store. president of
the Orient at a meeting of
Deming snips over 100,000 bead of
h0 cents.
the board of directors held In the com- cattle annually; Is the center of the
pany's offices In Kansas City. The greatest breeding region in the southTRUNKS LEFT BEHIND.
meeting was the annual one held for west and cattle men all know this.
o
Rush to California Too Big for Santa me purpose of electing officers of the
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No,
Fe to Handle.
urient company.
Last Wednesday about 100 trunks
With Mr. Dickinson as third vice 205 South First street, over the Hyde
belonging to passengers who had gone president the new officers of the Orient Exploring Expitlon store. Is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment, do
numerous
through
excursion are as follows:
on
trains to California were put off at
President A. E. Stllwell. Kansas hair d residing, treat corns, bunions
and ingrowing nails. She gives masEmporia, Kan., and remained until City.
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
the next day. In the meantime pasFirst Vice President Enrique C.
Eiamblnl'a own preparations of comsengers have wired for their baggage Creel, Chihuahua, Mexico.
The
until the wires almost melted.
Second Vice President W. W. Syl- plexion cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and are
fact is, none of the baggage cars vester. Kansas City.
guaranteed
not to be Injurious. She
cars
because
trunks
would take the
Third Vice President Edward Dick- the
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
were already filled, so there was noth- Inson, Kansas City.
ing to do hut leave the trunks there
Fourth Vice President H. II. Mel- and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; retill a baggage car happened along ville, Boston.
Secretary
them.
The trunks
that would take
Neal S. Doran. Kansas moves moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
were sent west last Friday. The own- City.
ers of them reached their destination
Secretary J. Crosland a very fine tooth powder, which she
Assistant
guarantees to be free from all metallic
some time ago. Sui li a thing seldom Taylor, London.
Bubstances.
It perfumes the breath.
ever happens on the Santa Fe, and
Treasurer W. A. Rule, Kansas City.
the situation but demonstrates how
General Counsel Judge J. McD. hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It Is highly recommany passengers are going west to Trimble.
California to spend the winter.
Members of the executive committee mended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
were chosen as follows:
pimple cure, aud pile cure. All of
Beautiful Clear Skies.
E. L. Martin, chairman:
Edward
these preparations are purely vegetaHeroine exerts a direct Influence on Dickinson, W. S. Woods, W. A.
the bowels, liver and kidneys, purify- A. E. Stilwell and W. W. Sylvester.Rule, ble compounds. Give her a trial.
ing and strengthening these organs,
I he election and the tfansactloa of Automatic telephone 490.
and maintaining them in a normal con- routine business occupied
the entire
dition of health; thus) removing a com- lime or
nternaticnal Live Stock Exposition,
meeting.
the
mon cause of yellow, mothy, greasy
Chicago, III.
Ira C. Hul.bell, general purchasing
skin, and more or less of pimples agent for
Tickets on sale November 23, 30 and
the
railway,
Orient
arrived
December 1 at rate of 15 for round
blotches and blackheads. Soc at Cos- at the Coates house
from St. Louis. He trip. Good to leave Chicago up
mopolitan Pharmacy, B. Ruppe.
to and
came to confer with Mr. Stilwell.
including December 8. F. L. Myers,
'The Orient railway Is buying rails agent.
OFFICERS ELECTED.
and locomotives in both Europe and
Leeds President of the Rock Island's America," said Mr. Hubbell. "There
Elks' Carnival, El Paso, Texas.
have been few delays In shipping durSt. Louis Line.
Santa Fe will sell tickets from Albu
The board of directors of the St. ing the last few months. We are buy- querque to El Paso and return at rate
Louis, Kansas City & Colorado rail ing sortie rails in England, but there is of $12. Tickets on sale November 9 to
road, tho l!o k Island's St. Louis- - very little difference in cost between 14 inclusive, good to return November
Kansas City line, have held their an American and foreign made rails."
17. F. L. Myers, axent.
nual election of nillcers. The old ofLuck
in
Thirteen.
Subscrile for The Citizen.
ficers were elected with the following
By sending 13 miles Wm. Spirey, of
exceptions:
Walton Furnace, Vt., got a box of
William B. Leeds, president, was se Buckl-n'Arnica Salve, that wholly
lected to succeed Pavid R. Francis, as
chairman of the hoard. Mr. Francis cured a horrible Fever Sore on his leg.
Nothing else could. Positively cures
e
e
is still a director.
Felons', Ulcers, Eruptions,
Bruises.
ond vice presiItolctt Mather,
Automatic 'pcne 574
:nscl, was elected Boil3, Burns, Corns and Piles. Only
dent and gcneial
21ft, South bocond Street,
to succeed George 1.. Sands, as vice 2c. Guaranteed by all druggists.
Allinnueni'i. r. Mox.
president. Mr. Samis was general man- Subscribe for The Daily Citizen.
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1. 1902.)

ARRi E FROM THE NORTH.

No. 1. California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express.. 10: OS p.m.'
No. 8, California Li mlted . . . . 10 : 60 a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.

.....

ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.

Express

No. 22, Atlantic

....

7:10a.m.

LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
2,
No. Atlantic Express
8:05
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15
Nn. S.California Limited.... 11 :00

p to,
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.na.

a.m.

No. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express.. 10: 45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 2 from the west
No. J arrives Thursday and Mondays. No. 4 arrives Tuesday and

Frt-day- a.

x

Local freight No. 89, going south,

carries passengers.

F. L. MYERS. Agent

CHEAP TO

ST. PAUL
MINNEAPOLIS
CHICAGO
Through Tourist
Sleeping Cars
Comfortably equipped
Rates less than halt
Regular Pullman
Charges

SANTA FE

.

THE

"Golien Stat I iiuif
c"
'
via

El

Paso-Notlhea-

System

stern

In connection with
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM
.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC CD.
is a
New Solid Through, All Pullman Daily
Train Between
LOS ANGELES--E- I
GO
Paio-CHICA-

For Strictly

Fir.t Clasa Travel
Only.

)

28 hours El Paso to Kansas City
42
hours El Paso to Chicago
38 V, hours El Paso to St. Louis
66V4 hours El Paso to New Yo

I

k

Passage limited to berth capacity of

the train about

berths.

75

Dining Car Service all the way
N. B. On the EI
system this train stops only at EI Paso
Alamogordo, Carrlzozo and Santa Rosa
Fl rrttsla cmwfyp cmfwyp....Gfrafrf
First train leaves El Paso November
4, 1902.

A. N. BROWN, Q. P. A.

ELGXTTRuC
LKSDHTEIO

TRADNS
Are operated by the

Between

TEXAS
And the

North

and

East

diraungiiamTmempiiis,
And

North

the

and

Betwaart

West

OKLAHOMA

s

Taller,

"

And the

North

and

East

s

O'usb.-vatio-

n

cafe cars, under ths
of Fred Harvey.

cf tha laUit end best

duiia.
"

THK
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Local HappeningTj)! jAlfCFS
Stylish Shoes for Fall
and Winter..
F.very

Pair Guaranteed to Give Satis

faction or Your Money Refunded...
MEN S PATENT LEATHER SHOES

$3.50
$3.00 to $3.50

MEN'S VICI KID SHOES
..

$2.75 to $3.50
$2.50 to $3.00

SHOES....

MEN'S SATIN CALF SHOES

$1.50 to $2.25

LADIES' PATENT KID SHOES..:
LADIES' VICI KID SHOES

$2.50 to $3.50

LADIES' DONGOLA SHOES...

$1.50

CHILDREN'S SHOES, BOX CALF OR KID

$1.00 to $275

$3.60

to $275

oooooooooaooa0oo
TOOTHSOME TIDBITS

..Our shelves are laden with'
pleasing delicacies at
pocket-pleasin-

palate-

-

g

biscuit,
crackers, wafers,
prices
canned and bottled goods, Imported
and of American manufacture, vie
with each other in attracting your at
tention and trial... The list would fill
a cataalogue

J

L. BELL & CO.

Nob. IIS and

..REMOVAL

10

South Second BL

SALE OF SHOES..

ON AND AFTER DECEMBER 1, WE WILL OCCUPY THE STORE NO.
IN ORDER TO RE222, SECOND STREET, OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE.

WE OFFER FROM NOW UNTIL
ENTIRE STOCK OF SHOES, 8LIPPER8, LEGGINGS,
ETC, AT A UNIFORM DISCOUNT OP 10 PER CENT. AT THESE PRICES
IT WILL PAY YOU TO LAY IN YOURVINTER'S SUPPLY OF SHOES.
DUCE OUR STOCK BEFORE MOVING,

DECEMBER

1, OUR

T. MUENSTERMAN
It'"'.

MONEY TO LOAN.

CITY NEWS.

I

Home made 'bread, cakes and pies
at Mrs. Ackers. 601 keleber avenue.
Look into Klei t wort's ' msrkr. on
Nona Thfrd street , Ho has the nlceat
fresi merits iq the city.
lb Mejiom craws
ork we are
howtos
bis assortment. Albert
ffaher, 805 Railroad avenue.
We carry fne (argent variety of linoleum and 'oil clotba In this city.
Alhflrt Fsber, 105 fullr-our- t
nuo
The Average bojt's stockings, under
ordinary conditions will wear out at
tbe knee, heel and to. Our Ironclad
Na. 19 stockings for boys are specially
leg, heel and toe. Try
made with-triplpair and; you will appreciate them.
Trice, 25 cfnts a pair at C. May's popular priced shoe store, 208 West Rail
load avenue..
:

--

e

.....

On diamonds, watcnen, etc., or any
good security; also household goods
stored with me; strictly confidential
Highest cash price paid for household
roods. Automatic 'phone 130.
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue
Gentlemen! let us take your measure now for a new suit. Our tailoring
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
Order your fruit cake for Thanksgiving now at the Woman's Exchange, 823
South Second street.
Subscribe for the Daily Citizen.

Don't Fail to Attend the
.. .. ..Grand.

Thanksgiving EveBall

Horn' Made Mince Meat.
The Farr meat 'market Is the place
to purchase first class home made

To be Given by the
Christopher Colombo Society
mince meat. Will sell from one pound
at
to a ton. It Is first class try some.
COLOMBO HALL
Oft

'

liny

llUli

The Rico Cafa serves the best meals
U
Evening,
25 cents. Short Wednesday
111 North First
TICKETS $1.00
Admitting Gentleman and Ladies.
o
MONUMENTS.
TONEY MORELLI.
' All kinds of stone and ;nable work.
ANGELO PARENTI.
Prices moderate. Shop and yard corAMEDEO MATTEUCCI,
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
Committee in Charge.
H. Q. MAURINU.

la the city at 15 and
orders, 5 cents up.
street
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Trousers

You may buy a pair of DUTCHESS WOOL g
TROUSERS and wear them two months. For.
every suspender button that comes off we will J
pay you TEN CENTS.
If thev rip in the waistband we will pay you g
FIFTY CENTS. If they rip in the seat or else- where we will pay you ONE DOLLAR or give
you a new pair.

ffiS,50 &3.00 $3.50
E-'- C"

The funeral of Peter Stromquist
who died of pneumonia early Saturday
morning took place from A. Borders'
undertaking parlors yesterday afternoon. The services were largely attended by the many friends who have
the deepest sympathy of the family in
their dark hour of trouble. Religious
services were conducted by Rev.
Marsh of the Congregational church,
with interment in Fairview cemetery.
Forrest McKinley. special timber Inspector, came In from the south this
morning and took tao flyer for Gallup.
Mr. McKinley spent two weeks on the
Lincoln county forest reserve, and sold
a large number of trees on the reserve
to certain parties for saw mill purposes. The government receives for
the trees on the reserves $1 per 1,000
feet.
No one who has a piano In their
home should fail to attend Miss Mary
Menaul's concert In Colombo hall next
Friday evening. Her mastery of that
instrument will be a revelation to all,
an Inspiration to beginners and a genuine pleasure to those who have played
for years. Those who have themselves
handled the Ivories, can best appreciate the playing of a real artist.
Fred Brooks, former bookkeeper for
the Southwestern
Brewery and lea
company, who, with his wife and
daughter. Miss Bessie, is visiting at
Mainz, Germany, writes Dr. F. O.
Keyes that they had a smooth journey
acrpss the big pond and are enjoying
themselves. Mr. Brooks sends his regards to his Albuquerque friends.
Mr. Laird, of Wheeling, W. Va.,
spent yesterday at the Alvarado talking over old times with a few of hi!)
friends In this city. Mr. Laird has
been connected with the Riverside
Steel company of Wheeling, which occupies a very high position with the
steel industries of the world.
The funeral of Miss Nellie Booth
took place In Kansas City today. It
was postponed from yesterday on account of the late arrival of Eldridga
Booth, a brother of the deceased, from
his home at Chihuahua. Crepe adorns
the front of E. B. Booth's tailoring establishment today.
Captain A. J. Armstrong returned
from the Grand Army of the Republic
national encampment at Washington,
D. C, this morning.
The captain had
quite an interesting trip. A meeting
with a brother,, whom he bad not seen
for many yearsnwas published prev
leus to his return.
Miss Clyde Hatcher, the popular and
accomplished daughter of J. H. Hatcher, of the Wells-FargExpress company, Is ill at her home on Atlantic
avenue. Miss Hatcher is quite a favorite among her many friends who regret to learn of her illness.
Edward F. Thomas, whose strong
and rich basso has won him an enviable reputation among the music lovers
cf the city, will ua his talents In the
concert to be given by Miss Menaul at
Colombo hall next Friday night.

y

MEN S VELOUR CALF SHOES
MEN'S BOX CALF

C. J. Gavin, of Raton, spent yesterday in the city.'
Sheriff T. S. Hubbell has gone to
Santa r e on business.
Dr. W. D. Radcllffe, of Belen, is in
the city today on business.
A. Faber, the carpet merchant, visited at Bernalillo yesterday.
Clifton Hill, the postmaster and general merchant of Isleta, Is here today.
George Moore, the salesman of Marshall Field ft Co., of Chicago, went
north this morning.
Dr. Y. Davlla Valle, of San Mateo,
Valencia county, is In the city today on
professional duties.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Peterson, after
spending a pleasant Sunday with
friends in El Paso, returned home this
morning.
Street Commissioner Martin S. Tler-neIs doing a good work building a
new bridge over the big dry arroyo on
North Walter street.
Leon Hertzog, formerly with S. Ben
jamln & Co., has opened a general
store in the new W. C. Leonard build'
lng on North First street.
R. B. Thomas, general manager of
the Consolidated Mining & Smelting
company of Cerrlllos. came down from
that place Saturday night.
A special meeting of the Ladies' Aid
society will be held at the Lead Ave'
nue Methodist Episcopal church, Tues
day afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Mrs. C. E. Cramer has gone to Los
Angeles, In response to a message that
her husband, the well known Santa Fe
Pacific engineer, is quite ill.
N. E. Stevens, traveling represents
tive for the Montezuma Building and
Loan association, wuo was up north on
business, has returned to the city.
The W. R. C. will meet at K. of P
hall Tuesday, November if, promptly
at 2:30 p. m. Initiation. By order of
president., T. A. Whitcomb, secretary
Henry Loebs, one of the proprlestors
of the Southwestern Brewery & Ice
company, hunted ducks near Bernalillo
yesterday. He reports having had fair
luck.
A. J. Frank and T. G. Utley, of New
York, were passengers for Algodones
this morning. They expect to remain
at the new smelter camp several
weeks.
Mesdames W. Graham, L. Rawlins
and H. Graham will entertain the G.
A. R., W. R. C. and families at a camp
fire in K. of P. hall Tuesday evening,
November 11.
Col. and Mrs. J. Francisco Chaves
passed through the city this, morning
en route from Los Lunas, where, they
visited friends over Sunday, to their
home at Santa Fe.
Miss Jessie Ilfeld returned to her
home at Las Vegas this morning after
spending a couple of weeks in the city
visiting with her uncle, Noa Ilfeld, the
big wool merchant.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Shade, 709 South Third street, was
brightened Friday night by the arrival
of a little girl. Tbe Citizen is pleased
to say that all concerned are doing
nicely.
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light
& Power company have closed a contract to furnish electrical power for
the new wool and cloth mill, which is
under erection north of the city. This
is the first woolen mill in the west to
use electrical power.
At Matson's beginning Tuesday, re
served seats for Miss Mary Menaul's
concert at Colombo hall next Friday
evening, will be sold. Popular prices
will prevail. Tickets 11. 75 cents and
60 cents will secure seats in different
parts of tbe house.
Prof. C. E. Hodgin is in receipt of a
letter from Attorney Karl A. Snyder,
of Roswell, formerly of this city, which
gives the announcement of the arrival
at his home of a fine baby boy. Attor
ney Snyder is one of New Mexico's
staunchest republicans and says that
he will train the heir in the right line.
There will be a regular meeting of
O. K. Warren post. No. 5. tomorrow
evening, November 11, at 7:30 o'clock
prompt, in Knights of Pythias hall.
Camp fire by Woman's Relief Corps
after post meeting. All O. A. R. comrades are welcome. J. W. Edwards,
commander. W. W. McDonald, adju-

WASHBURN

o

Hair Vigor

Coming
There will be a great 'display of woolens In the piece
at our store on the following

This is what Ayer's
Hair Vigor does: Restores color to gray
hair, makes the hair
grow, stops falling,
cures dandruff. Isn't
that enough?
ff.

C. At-

dates,
MONDAY AND TUESDAY,
November 10th and 11th.

These

o

Frisco Repair Shop.
Get your shoes repaired at the Frisco
shoe shop. Best material and workmanship guaranteed
at reasonable
prices; 401 West Railroad avenue, cor-

Bros.
Strauss
America's Leading Tailors
nChlcagOiii

whose tailoring is too
well known to require
comment.

The display of woolens will be In charge of

A SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE

from Chicago who can give you some 'valuable hints
on good dress. This will be your only opportunity
this season to see STRAUSS BROS. complete line
in the piece.
SIMON STERN,
r
The Railroad 'Avenue Clothier.

DON'T MISS THIS EVENT.
.tnit

ner Fourth street.

o

Mrs. H. E. Sherman, dressmaker and
ladles' tailor. No. 217 South Second

street.

Reliable Goods for Lowest Possible
Prices.
2 foot rules, 10c.
Carpenter's steel hammers, 60c.
Repeating alarm clocks, $1.50.
Men's mule skin gloves, 25c.
Large size corn poppers, 18c.
Large size Turkish towels, 25c.
Ladies' corduroy waists, $1.75. t
Dress skirts, $2.50 and $3.25.
Large sized chamois skins, 45c. .
Good clean cotton bats, 12V4c pound.
Men's heavy weight underwear, 50c.
A full line of patent medicines, $1
Fizes, 90c, 50c sizes 45c, 25a sizes 20c
We show one of the finest lines of
blankets to be found In town, and we
think we sell them on a smaller margin of profit than Is usual.
Runkel's cocoa, half pound can, 25c.
Finest ham, per pound, 17Hc.
10 pounds sweet potatoes, 25c.
THE MAZE,
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
o

We are sola agents tor Wheeler A
Wlison sewing machines. Albert Faber, 805 Railroad avenue.

W. V. Wolvin. D. 1. S.. Dental Sur GENTLEMENI
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
Call and examine our new fall samtiocK. uotr. 'pnones.
ples 2300 patterns to select from.
o
Our tailoring la unexcelled. The
G. D. Moore left this morning for
style, price and quality, compels
Las Vegas. After spending a day in
you to be our customer.
the Meadow city, Mr. Moore will go to
Denver, where he will meet Mrs. Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
Second Street.
Moore, who comes from Chicago. They
will then come to Albuquerque for
their future home. Mr. Moore has accepted a position as traveling salesman for Marshall Field & Co., of ChiJersey Bulls
cago, and will make this city his head- Three

oc-

5

Attention, Shrlners.
Regular monthly meeting of Ballut
Abyad temple, Mystic Shrine, Monday
evening, November 19, at 8 o'clock.
Officers and members are notified to
attend. By order of the potentate.
L. H. Chamberlln, recorder.

Home Made Mince Meat.
The Farr meat market is the place
to purchase first class home made
rolnce meat. Will sell from one pound
to a ton. It is first class try some.

been

especially sent for this
casion by

Co.,

Knights of Pythias.
Mineral Lodge, No. 4,
Knights of Pythias Ail
members are requested to
be present at their Castle
Hall on GoU avenue at 8
o'clock tonight Visitors
welcomed.
W. F. SWITZER, C. C.
D. E. PHILLIPS. K. of R. & S;

goods have

E.

POST

J.

& CO.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

HARDWARE,,,
American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick. Meal Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges,
.....and Cook Stoves....,
REPAIRS

WE

FURNISHED

EMPLOY

FOR ALL

ONLY

MAKES OF

THE M08T

STOVES

COMPETENT

8TOVES

MECHANICS

CLEANED,

AND

BLACKENED

DO ONLY

AND SET UP

GOOD WORK.

One of Our Instruments

JERSEY BULLS

FOR

full-blood- ed

for sale.

quarters.

Frank Townsend, who resided in
this city five years ago, was here yes-

terday, greeting old friends. He is in
the employ of the Postal Telegraph
company, and will be assigned work
out west.

If interested,, address

0. W. STRONG & SONS,

Undertakers
and
Embalmcrs

I

20 Years' Experience in
201-21-

1

M0NEY10L0ANX

DR. C. H. CONNER
Science of Osteopathy

h

Office:.

Whiting Block

1

this City

North Second St,
BOTH PHONES.

Subscribe for tbe Citizen.
o
The high price of materials from
which soaps are made has caused
tant.
some manufacturers to make their
Robert T. Blair, of Emporia, Kan., is cakes smaller. Notice the size of the
now in charge of the violin and string Lenox Soap cake. Your grocer has it.
ed instrument work at the school of
Subscribe for the Citizen.
miiBie. He comes highly recommended
o
both as a teacher and an artist. All InIn
reare
work
cordially
terested
this
quested to see him in the public library
building or make arrangements
for
On diamonds, watches or any good
him to see them.
security. Great bargains in watches
E. W. Spencer Is in receipt of a let
every description.
ter from hig son, Arthur, conveying the of
A. H. YANOW
pleasing news that he had been com- 2H9
South Second street, a few doors
missioned as gun captain. The young
north of postofflce.
man entered tbe navy less than two
years ago as a marine and bis promo
tion to gun captain reflects considers
lle credit as to his ability. He expects
to be assigned to the armored cruiser
Texas.
The Pioneer Osteopath o? New Mexico
Tbe third annual session of the New
Cures by the
Mexico Baptist convention will be held
in this city November
All Baptist are especially urged to attend, as
All Diseases Which are Known as
matters of unusual interest are to be
Curable.
discussed. Several prominent missionary leaders of the denomination are exSend for Osteopathic literature.
pected to address the convention on
Consultation Free.
Important topics. The bants. Fe rail21-2- 3
way has granted a rate of one and one-fifttare for tbe round trip.
13-1-

Eye Sight

GLECKLEIl'S DAIRY.

lJ)hTliei la rtTTeveTTuriuuiu.
utes. Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas'
B:clectric Oil. At any drug store.
W. A. Hvrren or mcn, Ark., writes,
wish to report that Foley's Kidney
Cure has cured a terrible case of kid
ney and bladder trouble that two doctors bad given up." Alvarado Pharmacy.

Testing Defective

S. T. VANN, Doctor of Optica
...In Charge of...

OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

S.

T. VANN & SON, Prop's
2 Doors North Postoffice
.BOTH 'PHONES.,

AlbuquerqueHardware Coi

Builders'andGeneral Hardware
jfJCutlery,
HERDERS

niNERs

Guns and Ammunition.

"TTTIMTC
1 LIM 1

o

ALL1

wedqe;

AND WA GON COVERS. ;"
AGENT8 FOR SAVAGE RIFLE 8 AND CARBINES.
120 WE 8T GOLD AVENUE.

Q

TMi

SUBSCRIBE

FOR

THE DAILY CITIZEN

